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Large Internet companies like Facebook, Amazon, and Twitter are increasingly recognizing the value of stream data processing, using tools like Flume, Muppet, or Storm to continuously collect and process incoming data in real time to help govern company activities. Applications include monitoring marketing streams for business-critical decisions, identifying spam campaigns from social network streams, datacenter’s intrusion detection and troubleshooting, and others.

Technical challenges for stream processing include the following: how to scale to numerous, concurrently running streaming jobs, to coordinate across those jobs to share insights, to make online changes to job functions to adapt to new requirements or data characteristics, and for each job, to efficiently operate over different time windows. In contrast to batch jobs pipelined to run sequentially, streaming jobs are more likely to run concurrently. Stream processing platforms, therefore, must not only offer throughput and low latency, but also scale with the ever-larger concurrent jobs.

This dissertation presents a new stream processing model, termed ELF, which addresses these new challenges. ELF proposes a novel decentralized “many masters many workers” architecture implemented over a set of agents enriching the web tier of datacenter systems. ELF uses a DHT protocol to assign the jobs respective sets of master/workers mapping to the agents of the web tier, where for each job, the live data streams generated by webservers are first divided into mini-batches, then inserted and aggregated as space-efficient compressed buffer trees (CBTs) in local agents’ memories. Second, per-batch results are ‘flashed’ from CBTs, to be rolled up
and aggregated via shared reducer trees (SRTs), in ways that naturally balance SRT-induced load, reduce processing latencies, and allow online job changes along with cross-job coordination. An ELF prototype implemented and evaluated for a larger scale configuration demonstrates scalability, high per-node throughput, sub-second job latency, and subsecond ability to adjust the actions of jobs being run.
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The advent of big data mirrors our technological evolution as a society: we have the ability to easily and cheaply capture and store massive amounts of data in a way that was simply impossible before. Google took the 50 million most common search terms to identify areas infected by the flu virus. Oren Etzioni predicts if the price of plane ticket is increasing or decreasing in the future, to help customer to determine when to buy the ticket. Large Internet companies like Facebook, Amazon, and Twitter are increasingly recognizing the value of stream data processing, using tools like Flume [12], Muppet [50], or Storm [6] to continuously collect and process incoming data in real time to help govern company activities. Applications include monitoring marketing streams for business-critical decisions, identifying spam campaigns from social network streams, datacenter’s intrusion detection and troubleshooting, and others.

Given the scope, it is unsurprising that the computer systems and infrastructure propelling these changes are facing unprecedented challenges including the following:

1. **Efficient integration with past data:** a challenging task for streaming jobs is to integrate “present” with “past” data: it demands space-efficient in-memory storage of considerable data state and time-efficient operation over variably sized windows of stored such state. Existing hash-based aggregators do not offer the space-efficiency required for operating across potentially large-sized history windows. Such functionality is needed for a broad range of applications, an example being transactional fraud identification, which involves gathering the usual activity patterns for some longer-term duration, summarizing them as a “signature”, which is then compared
in realtime to current data arrivals.

2. **Rapid job initiation, termination, and update:** low delay is critical when initiating activities like fraud detection and/or when changing the signatures used by such jobs. Large delays in stopping or restarting jobs, or in changing job functions, would lead to increased risk and potentially substantial monetary loss.

3. **Scaling with insight:** it should be straightforward for multiple streaming jobs to be driven by the same source of data, and in addition, to coordinate with each other to share insights. For Twitter’s 400 million tweets per day, for instance, simultaneously running jobs may use that data to detect trending conversation topics, find popular twitter stars, identify new spam campaigns, etc. Further, such jobs must interact to analyze inter-job correlations, e.g., to determine leaders of trending conversations. Co-running many such jobs suggests the need for a decentralized “many master/workers” architecture rather than the centralized approach used by existing streaming systems governed by Hadoop’s “single master/workers” paradigm, like Muppet [50], Storm [6], Spark Streaming [87] and MapReduce Online [30].

4. **Transparent interoperation:** stream processing should enhance rather than replace the batch operations routinely used for offline analyses generating daily or monthly reports or learning about historical trends. Technically, this implies the need for stream processing to interoperate with said batch functionality in ways that avoid undue data copying or transformation, and without compromising the operation of batch processing systems. Current streaming systems [6] [39] do not address this need, nor does earlier work like Aurora [89] and Borealis [14].

This dissertation addresses the challenges articulated above with new abstractions for stream data processing, realized in the ELF decentralized streaming system:

For the first challenge, ELF leverages the memory-efficient *compressed buffer tree*
With CBTs, “past” aggregated content is stored in compressed form as buffers in memory, thus enlarging the capacity of ‘past data’ windows. High throughput is obtained by organizing these compressed buffers as a $B$-tree that amortizes the cost of repeated “integrating new data” operations via lazy integration methods in which the merging of new key-value pairs with stored data is deferred until data is queried.

For the second and third challenges, ELF presents a decentralized data structure, termed shared reducer tree (SRT), to automatically assign each job a respective set of master and worker processes, through the DHT-based peer-to-peer overlay and its routing protocols. Thus, each job has its own master process to track its executions, adjust its functions and coordinate with other jobs on-the-fly. Due to the use of DHT, intuitively, diverse jobs’ aggregation paths, along with SRT-induced load, are well balanced, being able to scale to large number of concurrent jobs.

For the fourth challenge, ELF acts as a transparent layer running on top of the realtime web log processing infrastructure typically used by large Internet companies like Facebook, Amazon, or Twitter. ELF extracts and copies select webserver log data for stream processing, while such live data is simultaneously processed by the offline batch processing systems constructed with log collection infrastructures like Flume [12], Facebook’s Scribe [8], Yahoo’s Chukwa [70], or LinkedIn’s Kafka [49], backed by storage systems like HBase and HDFS maintaining data for subsequent use by batch data processing systems like Hadoop.

We implemented the ELF architecture in a stack of open source systems, including Apache Flume, Pastry, Scribe, Past, ZeroMQ, with Protocol Buffer as the common foundation. ELF is evaluated experimentally over 1000 logical webservers running on 50 server-class machines, using both batched and continuously streaming workloads. For batched workload, ELF can process millions of records per second, outperforming general batch processing systems. For a realistic social networking application, ELF
can respond to queries with latencies of tens of millisecond, equaling the performance of state-of-the-art, asynchronous streaming systems. New functionality offered by ELF is its ability to dynamically change job functions at sub-second latency, while running hundreds of jobs subject to runtime coordination.

In the remainder of this chapter, we exemplify ELF’s motivation with an realworld e-commence example, then highlight ELF’s approach.

1.1 A Motivating Example

We can best define big data by thinking of three Vs, Volume (terabytes, petabytes amount), Velocity (realtime or near-realtime processing) and Variety (social networks, blog posts, logs, sensors data), and the motivation to process big data are revolving around these three Vs.

We exemplify ELF’s approach with an e-commence example shown as in Figure 1. When users interact with amazon.com, their user activities such as clicks, likes, buys,
from say, the Video Games department, will be continuously logged to the back-end databases, Amazon’s applications will run on these streaming data to generate business-critical decisions.

In this figure, the left pipeline represents the first application, the micro-promotion app, which extracts user clicks per product for the past 300s, and lists the top-k popular products that have the most clicks. It can then dispatch coupons to those “popular” products so as to increase sales. To implement this app, first, the system needs to handle the Volume part like Hadoop system, because the realtime log streams are coming in at a rate of millions per seconds. Second, the system also needs to handle the Velocity part. The system needs to update the result in milliseconds, and hence the traditional database model where data is first stored and indexed and then subsequently processed in disk is slow and not a fit. The streaming data has to be in memory. The question is: **How to store, organize and aggregate the substantial size of data in a limited size of memory while still achieving comparable processing throughput as disk?**

The middle pipeline represents the second application, the product-bundling app, which extracts user likes and buys from logs, and then creating ‘edges’ and ‘vertices’ linking those video games that are typically bought together. One purpose is to provide online recommendations for other users. For this job, since user activity logs are generated in realtime, we will want to update these connected components whenever possible, by fitting them into a graph and iteratively updating the graph over some sliding time window (60s). To implement this app, the main challenge is to guarantee the clean consistency of states across nodes, because the data may be stale due to asynchrony in the distributed system. For instance, consider each line of log event is sent to a different node responsible for updating the graph, if the node responsible for Angry Birds series falls behind the node for Final Fantasy series, e.g., due to load, then a snapshot of their states would be inconsistent: Angry Birds
graph would reflect an older timestamp of the stream than Final Fantasy graph, and would generate confusing results. The question is: Different applications have different levels of consistency requirements. **How to provide various relaxed consistency guarantees to them, in one framework?**

The right pipeline represents the third application, the sale-prediction app. Given a product name, e.g., Angry Birds, the sale-prediction app communicates information with the product-bundling app to find out what products are similar to Angry Birds (indicated by the ‘typically bought together’ set). The result is then joined with the micro-promotion app to determine whether Angry Birds and its peers are currently “popular”. This final result can be used to predict the likely market success of launching a new product like Angry Birds, and obtaining it requires interacting with the first and second application. Since it involves user interactive queries which frequently changes query predicates for other applications, the main challenge is **how to guarantee the ‘milliseconds’ query latencies for communicating with various collocated applications?**

Finally, all of these applications will run for some considerable amount of time, possibly for days. This makes it natural for the application creator to wish to update job functions or parameters during on-going runs, e.g., to change the batching intervals to adjust to high vs. low traffic periods, to flush sliding windows to ‘reset’ job results after some abnormal period (e.g., a flash mob), etc. But, **how to dynamically changing job functions on the fly without interfering the normal running of jobs?**

### 1.2 ELF’s Approach

The ELF (Efficient, Lightweight, Flexible) stream processing system presented in this dissertation implements novel functionality to meet the questions listed above within a single framework: to efficiently run hundreds of concurrent and potentially
interacting applications, with diverse per-application execution models, at levels of performance equal to those of less flexible systems.

![Diagram](image)

**Figure 2:** Dataflow of ELF vs. a typical realtime web log analysis system, composed of Flume, HBase, HDFS, Hadoop MapReduce and Spark/Storm.

As shown in Figure 2, each ELF node resides in each webserver. Logically, they are structured as a million-node overlay built with the Pastry DHT [72], where each ELF application has its own respective set of master and worker processes mapped to ELF nodes, self-constructed as a *shared reducer tree* (SRT) for data aggregation. The system operates as follows: (1) each line of logs received from a webserver is parsed into a key-value pair and inserted into ELF’s local in-memory *compressed buffer tree* (CBT [17]) for pre-reducing; (2) the distributed key-value pairs from CBTs “roll up” along the SRT, which progressively reduces them until they reach the root to output the final result. ELF’s operation, therefore, entirely bypasses the storage-centric data path, to rapidly process live data. Intuitively, with a DHT, the masters of different
applications will be mapped to different nodes, thus offering scalability by avoiding the potential bottleneck created by many masters running on the same node.

1.3 Contributions

ELF has several key technical contributions:

1. A decentralized ‘many masters’ architecture assigning each application its own master capable of individually controlling its workers. To the best of our knowledge, ELF is the first to use a decentralized architecture for scalable stream processing.

2. A memory-efficient approach for incremental updates, using a $B$-tree-like in-memory data structure, to store and manage large stored states.

3. Abstractions permitting cyclic dataflows via feedback loops, with additional uses of these abstractions including the ability to rapidly and dynamically change job behavior.

4. Support for cross-job coordination, enabling interactive processing that can utilize and combine multiple jobs’ intermediate results.

5. An open-source implementation of ELF and a comprehensive evaluation of its performance and functionality on a large cluster using real-world webserver logs.

1.4 Dissertation Structure

The rest of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 outlines the technical limitations of general streaming processing systems, then introduces ELF’s clues. Chapter 3 presents ELF’s detailed design including the compressed buffer tree (CBT) component and shared reducer tree (SRT) component. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of ELF, and Chapter 5 describes the state management of ELF including
consistency, straggler mitigation and fault tolerance. Chapter 6 discusses related work, and Chapter 7 concludes.
CHAPTER II

STREAMING PROCESSING OVERVIEW

This chapter discusses several real world streaming processing applications, and then presents an example to illustrate how a general-purpose stream processing system can execute the sample application, together with a broader discussion regarding the optimizing opportunities found in the processing of the application. Following the example is a comparison of how ELF’s processing model executes the same application, and ELF’s goals, to help the reader follow the design proposed in subsequent chapters.

2.1 Examples of Real world Streaming Applications

A concrete scenario is a “micro-sale” promotion driven by online logging of popular items being viewed (e.g., if over 3000 customers have been viewing an item in the last 3 seconds, this item is tagged as popular). To raise total sales, a consequent micro-sale offering, e.g., an additional 20% discount will be placed on those popular items. In order for such promotions to be effective, however, “clicks” must be continuously logged analyzed, as well as “buys”. A failed promotion, for instance, is one in which the “clicks” rate increases significantly, but the “buys” rate improvement is too small.

Continuing this scenario, several streaming applications will be designed and executed, and they might have different processing requirements. Next, this section discusses four examples of streaming applications with specific processing requirements.

Micro-sales. Consider an application monitoring an Internet merchant’s click stream, to determine the current top-k hot items in say, the PC-Games directory, for purposes
of running an online promotion. Each incoming stream log related to PC-Games is first intercepted and parsed into a key-value pair, in which the key is the item name and the value is the count of “clicks”. For ease of exposition, we use the following heuristic. After some pre-specified time interval (e.g., 5 secs.), the application counts the number of clicks per item and sorts them in descending order, based on the count value. The output is a list of \( \langle \text{item}, \text{count} \rangle \) pairs that reports the top-\(k\) hot items in each interval. Such online analytics make it possible to initiate micro-promotions for the most popular items, say, those with at least 1,000 clicks in the current time interval. The key to carrying out the actions described above are (i) low delay in determining the top-\(k\) items, since users will not likely linger on a web page for too long, and (ii) high throughput to capture a sufficiently large number of users in the given time window.

**Online tracking.** When running online applications like micro-sales, it is important to track their effectiveness. For example, when a 20% discount appears on a web page to increase sales of the product “SimCity”, the effectiveness of the promotion can be determined by tracking the “buys” and “profits” for SimCity, as the promotion is ongoing. The output is two continuously updated curves showing these variations. If “clicks” increases, but the “buys” curve’s positive slope is too small, the promotion is not effective. If both “clicks” and “buys” increase, but the “profits” curve’s slope is small, profit is too low due to an excessively discounted unit price. This application’s requirement is to dynamically deploy new queries like those required for online tracking, at any time deemed necessary by end users.

**Dynamic query adjustment.** Consider a typical log event with multiple attributes. For example, when a user clicks SimCity on the merchant’s web page, the log event records the timestamp, the user’s profile (e.g., Id, name, and age), the item’s profile (e.g., its Id, directory, and color). For such events, dynamic adjustment
zooms in on interesting attributes, where the definition of “interesting” (the corresponding filter predicate) varies with current context. For instance, to investigate an ineffective promotion, it may be useful to look at extended attributes of web requests, like those indicating customer ages, e.g., if 90% of the potential customers are over 30 with likely stable incomes, small discounts may not be effective, prompting alternative strategies. This application’s requirement is to dynamically change current queries and processing logic at runtime with low delay.

**Learning from the past.** It is important to be able to analyze and understand long term trends in the datasets being captured. For example, at the beginning of the iPhone 4’s release, customer reviews were negative in response to unresolved technical issues. However, as time progressed, overall comments showed the iPhone 4 to be the most popular product in the iPhone series. This application’s requirement is to maintain considerable history information for the queries being run, with a query determining the top-\(k\) hot items that learns from past experiences, by incrementally updating the historical results obtained from previous such computations. Gaining such time-dependent insights requires the application to be able to cache and update previous computational results, in a substantially sized set of key-value pairs.

### 2.2 General-purpose Streaming Processing Model

This section illustrates the general-purpose streaming processing model with a sample application code, and then explores the optimization opportunities found in the previous model.

**Application description.** Many stream processing activities can be run on the data generated in online e-commerce, including (i) *click* streams from users browsing the sites, (ii) *sales* streams from the checkout experience, and (iii) additional streams
concerning user activities like reviews and comments, coupled with (iv) streams providing information about internal activities like machine usage logs, real-time bot or fraud checking, and others. Processing results can be key to company operation: e.g., from (i), one can compute item popularity scores based on click rates and from (ii), item sales packages can be determined, to generate immediate “customers who bought this also bought that” recommendations. Stated more precisely, the following are some of the stream processing jobs supporting e-commerce activities:

1. Calculate items’ popularity scores based on users’ clicks, and continuously report a list of “hot” items with scores above some pre-specified threshold, for the past hour at 5-second intervals. A possible reaction is an extra 20% discount appearing on the web pages holding the hot items so as to further increase sales.

2. Compute the overlap between two streaming jobs’ datasets, to display “customers who visited this item ultimately bought these items together”, for purposes of product bundling, which provides customers with cost and time savings from a single purchase of complementary offerings, and also increase sales.

As shown in Figure 3 with declarative SQL-like code to describe those applications’ high-level pipeline structures, as also done in systems like Hive [78], Pig [65], and DryadLINQ [84].

Figure 4 depicts the alternative execution pipelines when running them in a Hadoop-like batch processing system and/or in a Storm-like stream processing system.

The sample program has three stages. The computation stage ($s_1$) runs in parallel on a group of machines, e.g., MapReduce’s map or Storm’s spout. The data-shuffling stage ($s_2$) aggregates $s_1$’s outputs by transmitting requisite data between machines, e.g., MapReduce’s reduce or Storm’s bolt. Finally, the feedback-coordination stage ($s_3$) receives $s_2$’s outputs, back to the computational nodes to run user-specified functions,
Figure 3: Declarative code that defines the pipeline of a sample microsale application. Stream events (line 1) are first extracted from a log file (line 2) using a Json extractor (line 3) and filtered based on certain conditions (line 4). Next, the input tuples are reduced with the user-defined function ScoreReducer (line 7) to produce a list of key-value pairs (line 6). Finally, the user-defined functions MicroSale (line 9) and ProductBundling (line 11) are executed.

and coordinates with other jobs. The pipeline is straightforward, but requires several optimizations to obtain low delay for pipeline output coupled with high pipeline throughput, described next.

First, ScoreReducer on line 7 of Figure 3 is actually a groupby-aggregate function that partitions users’ clicks into groups according to item name, then aggregates the clicks on each group. However, clicks can be reduced early by pushing the function ScoreReducer directly to the webserver. This decreases unnecessary network communications, because only the intermediate results must be transmitted during the data shuffling stage. ELF exploits this “locality” property via its direct linkage to the web server tier – the data collection infrastructure – so as to capture and mine live streams locally, rather than first moving data to remote machines for processing.

Second, ScoreReducer is an iterative function based on recent records, in the past hour in this case. Other streaming systems use in-memory data structures, e.g., Spark’s RDD [87] and Muppet’s slates [50], to hold historical records to avoid re-computation, but their choice of data structures limits the volumes of historical
Figure 4: General streaming processing model. Distributed streams from webservers are first moved to data storage, e.g., HDFS. Then, batch jobs are pipelined for offline, long-term data analysis. Streaming jobs are submitted to a computation graph or topology for online, continuous analysis.

records available to processing nodes. ELF uses a highly memory-efficient data structure – the compressed buffer tree – to store considerable volumes of historical data, thereby creating opportunities for rapidly and in realtime integrating “present” with “longer-term past” data.

Third, there is a need to change job functions at runtime, e.g., based on the current job’s outputs or on inputs from users. Further, there should be coordination across jobs to share insights. For example, MicroSale on line 9 of Figure 3 is actually a feedback function dispatching discounts to web pages that hold chosen items, based on continuous 5-second interval outputs from $s_2$. Similarly, ProductBundling on line 11 of Figure 3 requires message exchanges and dissemination between job$_1$ and job$_2$ at runtime. Other systems rely on outside managers to perform these functions. Since ELF already has set up topologies for per job “forward” stream processing, we simply reuse the same topologies to move new codes or messages “back” to wherever they
are needed, thereby dynamically controlling the streaming jobs being run.

Fourth, with numerous, possibly dynamically changing stream processing jobs running simultaneously, a single master tracking all $n$ jobs’ workers can be a bottleneck. ELF uses a decentralized architecture to avoid this problem.

2.3 ELF Streaming Processing Model

We reiterate ELF’s goals:

1. memory-efficient store and integrate with past data;

2. scalability to thousands of nodes and concurrent jobs, at second-scale latency for per stream processing;

3. support for feedback-coordination; and

4. interoperate transparently with batch and monitoring systems.

Figure 5 shows a high level sketch of ELF’s computation model. Concerning 1., each webserver is associated with an agent to observe its live streams. The agent divides the input stream events into mini-batches with timestamps, parsing each event into a $\langle$item, click$\rangle$ pair. Those batched $\langle$item, click$\rangle$ pairs are stored and organized in the agent’s memory as a memory-efficient compressed buffer tree (CBT) structure [17], which consumes $2 \times$ less memory than Google’s sparsehash [4]. The CBT implements an $(a, b)$ tree in which each level compresses part of the sorted historical data, enabling rapid merging with historical states when the tree is flushed.

Concerning 2., to obtain scalability to many stream processing jobs, agents are part of a distributed shared overlay. When a new job is submitted by the client, a DHT-based aggregation tree specified for that job, termed a shared reducer tree (SRT), is automatically built on the overlay. The SRT’s root, also the job master, is the agent whose ID’s hash value is closest to the jobID’s hash value. Because different
Figure 5: ELF streaming processing model. The stream generated by each webserver is locally parsed, and stored in agent’s memory as immutable datasets for all intervals. Per-interval intermediate results are continuously reduced via a global DHT-based aggregation tree with embedded reduce functions.

jobIDs map to different agents, this also results in a balanced distribution of masters over agents. Low latency SRT operation proceeds as follows: the root publishes a multicast message to its tree members to synchronize all CBTs’ states to “flush”; this results in the stored datasets of CBTs to be repeatedly accessed and gradually reduced from the SRT tree’s leaves to its root. The current SRT implementation uses checksumming to detect errors in data transmission, giving rise to recovery actions that either leap ahead or recover the lost key-value pairs.

Concerning 3., a feedback control module makes it possible to change a job’s processing logic on-the-fly, and/or to publish application-specific messages like MicroSale in response to continuous outputs. Coordination APIs allow the job to communicate with other running jobs for cross-job coordination, e.g., for ProductBundling.

Finally, for 4., because ELF bypasses the log collection and storage tier, it can smoothly interoperate with batch processing systems, providing users with one-shot,
fast and instant answers about current stream state.
CHAPTER III

ELF DESIGN

In this chapter, we present the high-level overview of ELF and introduce ELF’s components, with an illustrative example showing how ELF works and experimental results.

3.1 Overview

As shown in Figure 6, the ELF streaming system runs across a set of agents structured as an overlay built using the Pastry DHT. There are three basic components. First, on
each webserver producing data required by the application, there is an agent (see Figure 6 bottom) locally parsing live data logs into application-specific key-value pairs. For example, for the micro-promotion application, batches of logs are parsed as a map from product name (key) to the number of clicks (value), and groupby-aggregated like \( \langle (a, 1), (b, 1), (a, 1), (b, 1), (b, 1) \rangle \rightarrow \langle (a, 2), (b, 3) \rangle \), labelled with an integer-valued timestamp for each batch.

The second component is the middle-level, application-specific group (Figure 6 middle), composed of a master and a set of agents as workers that jointly implement (1) the data plane: a scalable aggregation tree that progressively ‘rolls up’ and reduces those local key-value pairs from distributed agents within the group, e.g., \( \langle (a, 2), (b, 3) .. \rangle, \langle (a, 5) .. \rangle, \langle (b, 2), (c, 2) .. \rangle \) from tree leaves are reduced as \( \langle (a, 7), (b, 5), (c, 2) .. \rangle \) to the root; (2) the control plane: a scalable multicast tree used by the master to control the application’s execution, e.g., when necessary, the master can multicast to its workers within the group, to notify them to empty their sliding windows and/or synchronously start a new batch. Further, different applications’ masters can exchange queries and results using the DHT’s routing substrate, so that given any application’s name as a key, queries or results can be efficiently routed to that application’s master (within \( O(\log N) \) hops), without the need for coordination via some global entity. The resulting model supports the concurrent execution of diverse applications and flexible coordination between those applications.

The third component is the high-level ELF programming API (Figure 6 top) exposed to programmers for implementing a variety of diverse, complex jobs, e.g., streaming analysis, batch analysis, and interactive queries. We next describe these components in more detail.
3.2 Compressed Buffer Trees (CBTs)

Existing streaming systems like Spark [87], Storm [6] typically consume data from distributed storage like HDFS or HBase, incurring cross-machine data movement. This means that data might be somewhat stale when it arrives at the streaming system. Further, for most realworld jobs, their ‘map’ tasks could be ‘pre-reduced’ locally on webservers with the most parallelism, and only the intermediate results need to be transmitted over the network for data shuffling, thus decreasing the process latency and most of unnecessary bandwidth overhead.

ELF adopts an ‘in-situ’ approach to data access in which incoming data are injected into the streaming system directly from its sources, and ‘pre-reduced’ by ELF’s in-memory compressed buffer tree (CBT) data structure. This section discusses the incoming log events, ELF HiveQL-like query and the CBT abstraction.

3.2.1 Log events

ELF agents residing in each webserver consume streaming log events to produce succinct key-value pairs. Streaming log events can be Twitter tweets, Facebook updates, Foursquare checkins, and others. They are continuously generated by web servers, processed by agents, and forwarded to final storage. For example, a typical Flume [12] event is a tuple \((ts, src, pri, body)\), where:

- \(ts\) is the timestamp from the source machine;
- \(src\) is the IP address of the source machine;
- \(pri\) denotes event priority, such as trace, debug, info or error, which are often provided by logging systems like log4j;
- \(body\) is the log entry body, formatted as a map from a string attribute name (key) to an arbitrary array of bytes (value), where keys are used to group events, as done in MapReduce.
Event sample

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;created_at&quot;</td>
<td>Feb 13 17:32:48 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;text&quot;</td>
<td>Pink foams for sale $200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;user_id&quot;</td>
<td>315411861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;name&quot;</td>
<td>Dewayne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;location&quot;</td>
<td>Alabama</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;followers&quot;</td>
<td>754</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each ELF application has a unique key space. For example, as shown in Figure 7, if the event is a tweet, and the application is one that determines the user with the most followers, then the key is user_Id and the value is the followers’ count. If the application is one that determines the location where users tweet most, then the key is the location and the value is the count of tweets from that location.

3.2.2 HiveQL-like query

Each agent exposes a simple HiveQL-like [78] query interface with which an application can define how to filter and parse live web logs. Figure 8 shows how the
micro-promotion application uses ELF QL to define the top-k function, which calculates the top-10 popular products that have the most clicks at each epoch (30 s), in the Video Game directory of the e-commerce site.

Every 30 seconds, the newly aggregated key-value pairs are stored in the compressed buffer tree (CBT)’s “cache” and combined with the previous window-size’s results. All of these distributed intermediate results are then aggregated globally by the SRT’s aggregation tree. Next, we describe the CBT abstraction.

3.2.3 CBT abstraction

Each ELF agent is designed to be capable of holding a considerable number of ‘past’ key-value pairs, by storing such data in compressed form, using a space-efficient, in-memory data structure, termed a compressed buffer tree (CBT) [17]. Its in-memory design uses an (a, b)-tree with each internal node augmented by a memory buffer. Inserts and deletes are not immediately performed, but buffered in successive levels in the tree allowing better I/O performance.

As shown in Figure 9(a), first, each newly parsed key-value pair is represented as a partial aggregation object (PAO). Second, the PAO is serialized and the tuple ⟨hash, size, serializedPAO⟩ is appended to the root node’s buffer, where hash is a hash of the key, and size is the size of the serialized PAO. Unlike a binary search tree in which inserting a value requires traversing the tree and then performing the insert to the right place, the CBT simply defers the insert. Then, when a buffer reaches some threshold (e.g., half the capacity), it is flushed into the buffers of nodes in the next level. To flush the buffer, the system sorts the tuples by hash value, decompresses the buffers of the nodes in the next level, and partitions the tuples into those receiving buffers based on the hash value. Such an insertion behaves like a B-tree: a full leaf is split into a new leaf and the new leaf is added to the parent of the leaf. More detail about the CBT and its properties appears in [17].
Figure 9: Between intervals, new key-value pairs are inserted into the CBT; the root buffer is sorted and aggregated; the buffer is the split into fragments according to hash ranges of children, and each fragment is compressed and copied into the respective children node; at each interval, the CBT is flushed.

Key for ELF is that the CBT makes possible the rapid incremental updates over considerable time windows, i.e., extensive sets of historical records. Toward that end, the following APIs are exposed for controlling the CBT: (i) “insert” to fill, (ii) “flush” to fetch the tree’s entire groupby-aggregate results, and (iii) “empty” to empty the tree’s buffers, which is necessary when the application wants to start a new batch. By using a series of “insert”, “flush”, “empty” operations, ELF can implement many of standard operations in streaming systems, such as sliding windows, incremental processing, and synchronous batching.

For example, as shown in Figure 9(b), let the interval be 5 s, a sale-prediction
application tracks the up-to-date $#clicks$ for the product $Angry Birds$, by inserting new key-value pairs, and periodically flushing the CBT. The application obtains the local agent’s results in intervals $[0,5)$, $[0,10)$, $[0,15)$, etc. as $PAO_5$, $PAO_{10}$, $PAO_{15}$, etc. If the application needs a windowing value in $[5,15)$, rather than repeatedly adding the counts in $[5,10)$ with multiple operations, it can simply perform one single operation $PAO_{15} \ominus PAO_5$, where $\ominus$ is an “invertible reduce”. In another example using synchronous batching, an application can start a new batch by erasing past records, e.g., tracking the promotion effect when a new advertisement is launched. In this case, all agents’ CBTs coordinate to perform a simultaneous “empty” operation via a multicast protocol from the middle-level’s DHT, as described in more detail in the next section.

### 3.2.4 CBT benefits

**Why CBTs?** Our concern is performance. Consider using an *in-memory* binary search tree to maintain key-value pairs as the application’s states, without buffering and compression. In this case, inserting an element into the tree requires traversing the tree and performing the insert — a read and a write operation per update, leading to poor performance. It is not necessary, however, to aggregate each new element in such an aggressive fashion: *integration can occur lazily*.

Consider, for instance, an application that determines the top-10 most popular items, updated every 30 s, by monitoring streams of data from some e-commerce site. The incoming rate can be as high as millions per second, but CBTs need only be flushed every 30 s to obtain the up-to-date top-10 items. The key to efficiency lies in that “flush” is performed in relatively large chunks while amortizing the cost across a series of small “inserting new data” operations: decompression of the buffer is deferred until we have batched enough inserts in the buffer, thus enhancing the throughput.
3.3 Shared Reducer Trees (SRTs)

ELF’s agents are analogous to stateful vertices in dataflow systems, constructed into a directed graph in which data passes along directed edges. Using the terms vertex and agent interchangeably, we leverage DHTs to construct these dataflow graphs, thus obtaining unique benefits in flexibility and scalability. To restate our goal, we seek a design that meets the following criteria:

1. capability to host hundreds of concurrently running applications’ dataflow graphs;
2. with each dataflow graph including minion vertices, as our vertices reside in distributed webservers; and
3. where each dataflow graph can flexibly interact with others for runtime coordination of its execution.

This section first describes the shared reducer tree (SRT)’s abstraction, then discusses how the SRT builds the pipeline computation model and cycles.

3.3.1 SRT abstraction

The centralized infrastructure that traditional streaming systems use does not fit in well because: first, the central master is strictly coupled to the underlying physical node, which could easily be the performance bottleneck and valuable to failures; second, regardless of the performance issue, to guide the master flexibly switch between lots of applications, even the experienced programmer needs to pay a lot of efforts to deal with the mess like, how to fairly and correctly deliver records from concurrent applications and how to prioritizing or sequencing the message exchanges between them.

ELF leverages DHTs to create a novel ‘many master’ decentralized infrastructure. As shown in Figure 10, all agents are structured into a P2P overlay with DHT-based routings. Each agent has a unique, 128-bit nodeId in a circular nodeId space ranging
Figure 10: Shared Reducer Tree Construction for many jobs.
from 0 to $2^{128}-1$. The set of `nodeId`s is uniformly distributed; this is achieved by basing the `nodeId` on a secure hash (SHA-1) of the node’s IP address. Given a message and a key, it is guaranteed that the message is reliably routed to the node with the `nodeId` numerically closest to that key, within $\lceil \log_2 N \rceil$ hops, where $b$ is a base with typical value 4. SRTs for many applications (jobs) are constructed as follows.

The first step is to construct application-based groups of agents and ensure that these groups are well balanced over the network. For each job’s group, this is done as depicted in Figure 10 left: the agent parsing the application’s stream will route a JOIN message using `appId` as the key. The `appId` is the hash of the application’s textual name concatenated with its creator’s name. The hash is computed using the same collision resistant SHA-1 hash function, ensuring a uniform distribution of `appId`s. Since all agents belonging to the same application use the same key, their JOIN message will eventually arrive at a rendezvous node, with `nodeId` numerically close to `appId`. The rendezvous node is set as the job’s master. The unions of all messages’ paths are registered to construct the group, in which the internal node, as the forwarder, maintains a children table for the group containing an entry (IP address and `appId`) for each child. Note that the uniformly distributed `appId` ensures the even distribution of groups across all agents.

The second step is to “draw” a directed graph within each group to guide the dataflow computation. Like other streaming systems, an application specifies its dataflow graph as a logical graph of stages linked by connectors. Each connector could simply transfer data to the next stage, e.g., `filter` function, or shuffle the data using a portioning function between stages, e.g., `reduce` function. In this fashion, one can construct the pipeline structures used in most stream processing systems, but by using feedback, we can also create nested cycles in which a new epoch’s input is based on the last epoch’s feedback result, explained in more detail next.
3.3.2 Pipeline structures

We build aggregation trees using DHTs for pipeline dataflows, in which each level of the tree progressively ‘aggregates’ the data until the result arrives at the root.

For a non-partitioning function, the agent as a vertex simply processes the data stream locally using the CBT. For a partitioning function like TopKCount in which the key-value pairs are shuffled and gradually truncated, we build a single aggregation tree, e.g., Figure 10 middle shows how the groupby, aggregate, sort functions are applied for each level-i subtree’s root for the micro-promotion job. For partitioning functions like WordCount, we build $m$ aggregation trees to divide the keys into $m$ ranges, where each tree is responsible for the reduce function of one range, thus avoiding the root overload when aggregating a large key space. Figure 10 right shows how the ‘fat-tree’-like aggregation tree is built for the product-bundling job.

3.3.3 Cycles

Naiad [62] uses timestamp vectors to realize dataflow cycles, whereas ELF employs multicast services operating on a job’s aggregation tree to create feedback loops in which the results obtained for a job’s last epoch are re-injected into its sources. Each job’s master has complete control over the contents of feedback messages and how often they are sent. Feedback messages, therefore, can be used to go beyond supporting cyclic jobs to also exert application-specific controls, e.g., set a new threshold, synchronize a new batch, install new job functionality for agents to use, etc.

3.3.4 SRT benefits

Why SRTs? The use of DHTs affords the efficient construction of aggregation trees and multicast services, as their converging properties guarantee aggregation or multicast to be fulfilled within only $O(\log N)$ hops. Further, a single overlay can support many different independent groups, so that the overheads of maintaining a proximity-aware overlay network can be amortized over all those group spanning
trees. Finally, because all of these trees share the same set of underlying agents, each agent can be an input leaf, an internal node, the root, or any combination of the above, causing the computation load well balanced. This is why we term these structures “shared reducer trees” (SRTs).

Implementing feedback loops using DHT-based multicast benefits load and bandwidth usage: each message is replicated in the internal nodes of the tree, at each level, so that only $m$ copies are sent to each internal node’s $m$ children, rather than having the tree root broadcast $N$ copies to $N$ total nodes. Similarly, coordination across jobs via the DHT’s routing methods is entirely decentralized, benefiting scalability and flexibility, the latter because concurrent ELF jobs use event-based methods to remain responsive to other jobs and/or to user interaction.

3.4 Evaluation

Experiments are conducted on a testbed of 1280 agents hosted by 60 server blades running Linux 2.6.32, all connected via Gigabit Ethernet. Each server has 12 cores (two 2.66GHz six-core Intel X5650 processors), 48GB of DDR3 RAM, and one 1TB SATA disk. Experimental evaluations answer the following questions:

- What is the throughput and data shuffling time seen for ELF jobs?
- How does ELF scale with number of nodes and number of concurrent jobs?

3.4.1 CBT throughput

Data streams propagate from ELF’s distributed CBTs as leaves, to the SRT for aggregation, until the job master at the SRT’s root has the final results. Generated live streams are first consumed by CBTs, and the SRT only picks up truncated key-value pairs from CBTs for subsequent shuffling. Therefore, the CBT, as the starting point for parallel streaming computations, directly influences ELF’s overall throughput. We first report the per-node throughput of ELF in Figure 11.
Figure 11: Comparison of CBT with Google Sparsehash.

ELF’s high throughput for local aggregation, even with substantial amounts of local state, is based in part on the efficiency of the CBT data structure used for this purpose. Figure 11 compares the aggregation performance and memory consumption of the Compressed Buffer Tree (CBT) with a state-of-the-art concurrent hashtable implementation from Google’s sparsehash [4]. The experiment uses a microbenchmark running the WordCount application on a set of input files containing varying numbers of unique keys. We measure the per-unique-key memory consumption and throughput of the two data structures. Results show that the CBT consumes significantly less memory per key, while yielding similar throughput compared to the hashtable. Tests are run with equal numbers of CPUs (12 cores), and hashtable performance scales linearly with the number of cores.

ELF’s per-node throughput of over 1000,000 keys/s is in a range similar to Spark Streaming’s reported best throughput (640,000 records/s) for Grep, WordCount, and TopKCount when running on 4-core nodes. It is also comparable to the speeds reported for commercial single-node streaming systems, e.g., Oracle CEP reports a throughput
of 1 million records/s on a 16-core server and StreamBase reports 245,000 records/s on a 8-core server.

### 3.4.2 SRT data shuffling time

![Data shuffling time graph](image)

**Figure 12:** Performance evaluation of ELF on data-shuffling when running operators separately.

The SRT, as the tree structure for shuffling key-value pairs, directly influences total job processing latency, which is the time from when records are sent to the system to when results incorporating them appear at the root. We then report data shuffling times for different operators in Figure 12 and Figure 13.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 report ELF’s data shuffling time of ELF when running four operators separately vs. simultaneously. By data shuffling time, we mean the time from when the SRT fetches a CBT’s snapshot to the result incorporating it appears in the root. **max** sorts key-value pairs in a descending order of value, and **min** sorts in an ascending order. **sum** is similar to **WordCount**, and **avg** refers to the frequency of words divided by the occurrence of key-value pairs. As **sum** does not truncate key-value pairs like **max** or **min**, and **avg** is based on **sum**, naturally, **sum** and
Figure 13: Performance evaluation of ELF on data-shuffling when running operators simultaneously.

avg take more time than max and min.

Figure 12 and Figure 13 demonstrate low performance interference between concurrent operators, because both data shuffling times seen for separate operators and concurrent operators are less than 100 ms. Given the fact that concurrent jobs reuse operators if processing logic is duplicated, the interference between concurrent jobs is also low. Finally, these results also demonstrate that SRT scales well with the datacenter size, i.e., number of webservers, as the reduce times increase only linearly with exponential increase in the number of agents. This is because reduce times are strictly governed by an SRT’s depth $O(\log_{16} N)$, where $N$ is the number of agents in the datacenter.

3.4.3 SRT load balance

The degree to which loads are balanced, an important ELF property when running a large number of concurrent streaming jobs, is reported in Figure 14.

Figure 14 shows the normal probability plot for the expected number of roots
per agent. These results illustrate a good load balance among participating agents when running a large number of concurrent jobs. Specifically, assuming the root is the agent with the highest load, results show that 99.5% of the agents are the roots of less than 3 trees when there are 500 SRTs total; 99.5% of the agents are the roots of less than 5 trees when there are 1000 SRTs total; and 95% of the agents are the roots of less than 5 trees when there are 2000 SRTs total. This is because of the independent nature of the trees’ root IDs that are mapped to specific locations in the overlay.

### 3.5 Limitations and Extensions

While the previous section characterized scenarios in which ELF can support batch, stream, and/or query processing models efficiently, we also need to highlight cases that are beyond ELF’s design space. We now survey some of the key limitations for the current design and discuss several possible extensions to the model.
3.5.1 Latency

As explained before, the main performance metric in which ELF streaming processing system can fall behind the real-time processing system is latency. Here ‘latency’ refers to the time between the generation of a batch of events and the complete processing of that same batch of events.

In particular, there are two core issues for dealing with latency. CBTs by their nature buffer incoming events, and when a synchronization query causes a flush to occur, there will be some variation in flush times across all of the participating nodes, since their individual tree layout and buffer locations will depend on exactly what contents they have received. Additionally, because the SRTs are built using the randomized network layout from the DHT, there is no guarantee of low latency routing of the resulting messages. So for any “timestep”-driven use case, there is a potential for substantial jitter, or variation in latency, between different time steps due to the uncontrolled load balancing. The user can manage this effect at the application level by adjusting the synchronization interval so that it can account for reasonable amounts of jitter. However, it would be useful to extend the model to allow for better stream-lining of the CBT flush and the construction of optimized SRT networks for those applications that might depend on tighter synchronization.

Thus, ELF is not efficient when a user performs frequent fine-grained synchronizations on it, as the cost of repeated updates for each small interval may be high. For example, compared to Storm, ELF would not be a good fit for a time window of 1 second scale, because the CPU overhead of flushing CBTs every second, the traffic overhead of multicasting synchronization command through SRT branches every second, and the time cost of waiting and synchronizing every node’s state is not negligible. It would be possible for extending an API for users to bypass CBT and perform stateless computation with fine-grained updates. There are also ways for users to manually batch updates and synchronize them deterministically to achieve
better wide-scale performance.

3.5.2 Throughput

As discussed earlier in this chapter, CBTs are designed to reside in memory and to make efficient use of memory by compressing groupby-aggregated key-value pairs. In other work, it has been shown that a CBT is capable of processing up to 600 million key-value pairs per second. This is a high water mark that we did not reach in our current system, and there would be additional research needed in order to construct ELF so that it could scale to that size. Additionally, some current MapReduce systems like Hadoop already handle processing rates above that, although not from raw streaming data sources. However, for most of the motivating enterprise application scenarios, you would not have a stream rate larger than the current CBT maximum on a per node basis, and the distributed scalability of ELF would allow one to deploy the system with a dynamic event router so that the stream could be handled by multiple spawned agents.

3.5.3 Communication patterns

ELF has the potential to implement various execution flows, such as pipelines, cycles, point-to-point or any combination of the above. While these communication patterns lie in the application layer, real network layer may already have other more efficient primitives, like IP broadcast or in-network aggregation. These primitives are usually costly to emulate with just application layer’s event message passing, especially for a large scale cluster, so extending ELF with direct support for network layer would help, much like Spark already contains an efficient “broadcast” operation that is implemented upon a variant of BitTorrent.
3.6 Discussion

We have presented ELF’s design including the *compressed buffer tree* (CBT) and the *shared reducer tree* (SRT). CBT is a $B$-tree-like data structure that enables high-throughput local aggregation of large in-memory append-and-aggregation datasets. SRT efficiently aggregates distributed data using tree-like data structures embedded into a peer-to-peer overlay shared by multiple queries, with load balancing between queries and also offering fast deployment for new queries being posed. Because of these two novel functionalities, ELF applications provide rapid answers to time-critical queries for distributed data arriving at high rate.

ELF targets at the aggregations in which the *key-value* pairs are gradually truncated while rolling up from CBTs, as leaves, to SRT’s root, e.g., Grep, TopKCount. For running applications like WordCount on a large dataset, if with few key repeats, ELF’s performance may experience bottlenecks, as ultimately all groups go to the same agent (root). It happens in practice and slows down Hadoop. A natural question is: *How does ELF solve the similar bottleneck?*

We offer the following solutions:

1. **Fat SRT:** for each level of SRT, we automatically tune the number of internal agents of that level, so as to distribute keys to new added agents to share the reducing load and avoid agent-level bottlenecks. The SRT are therefore, transformed from a regular tree to a “fat tree”.

2. **Hierarchical SRT:** the large key space are divided and hashed to many SRTs, so each of them is only responsible for partial keys’ aggregation. The root of these SRTs are then constructed into an upper-layer aggregation tree for the final reduce, with the additional time cost for building this hierarchical tree is as low as milliseconds.
CHAPTER IV

ELF IMPLEMENTATION

ELF operates in three stages: (1) \textit{data-preparation} uses the CBT for local aggregation; (2) \textit{data-shuffling} uses the SRT for global aggregation; (3) \textit{feedback-coordination} reverses the use of the SRT for online job changes and coordination.

This chapter describes ELF’s architecture and prototype implementation, including the implementation of CBT component and SRT component. Next, we discuss how to combine CBT with SRT to implement realworld streaming job's feedback and coordination.

4.1 System Architecture

Figure 15 shows ELF’s architecture. We see that unlike other streaming systems with static assignments of nodes to act as masters vs. workers, all ELF agents are treated equally. They are structured into a P2P overlay, in which each agent has a unique \texttt{nodeId} in the same flat circular 128-bit node identifier space. After an application is launched, agents that have target streams required by the application are automatically assembled into a shared reducer tree (SRT) via their routing substrates. It is only at that point that ELF assigns one or more of the following roles to each participating agent: \textit{job master, job worker}.

4.1.1 Job master

Job master is SRT’s root, which tracks its own job’s execution and coordinates with other jobs’ masters. It has four components:

- \textit{Job builder} constructs the SRT to roll up and aggregate the distributed PAOs snapshots processed by local CBTs.
**Figure 15:** Components of ELF.

- **Job tracker** detects *key-value* errors, recovers from faults, and mitigates stragglers.

- **Job feedback** is continuously sent to agents for iterative loops, including last epoch’s results to be iterated over, new job functions for agents to be updated on-the-fly, application-specific control messages like ‘*new discount*’, etc.

- **Job coordinator** dynamically interacts with other jobs to carry out interactive queries.

### 4.1.2 Job worker

Job worker uses a local CBT to implement some application-specific execution model, e.g., asynchronous stream processing with a sliding window, synchronous incremental
batch processing with historical records, etc. For consistency, job workers are syn-
chronized by the job master to ‘roll up’ the intermediate results to the SRT for global
aggregation. Each worker has five components:

- **Input receiver** observes streams. Its current implementation assumes logs are
collected with Flume [12], so it employs an interceptor to copy stream events,
them parses each event into a job-specified *key-value* pair. A typical Flume
event is a tuple with *timestamp*, *source IP*, and *event body* that can be split
into columns based on different key-based attributes.

- **Job parser** converts a job’s SQL description into a workflow of operator functions
  $f$, e.g., aggregations, grouping, and filters.

- **PAOs execution**: each *key-value* pair is represented as a partial aggregation
  object (PAO) [17]. New PAOs are inserted into and accumulated in the CBT.
  When the CBT is “flushed”, new and past PAOs are aggregated and returned,
e.g., $\langle \text{argu}, 2, f : \text{count()} \rangle$ merges with $\langle \text{argu}, 5, f : \text{count()} \rangle$ to be a PAO
  $\langle \text{argu}, 7, f : \text{count()} \rangle$.

- **CBT** resides in local agent’s memory, but can be externalized to SSD or disk,
  if desired.

- **SRT proxy** is analogous to a socket, to join the P2P overlay and link with other
  SRT proxies to construct each job’s SRT.

From an architectural point of view, the main difference between ELF and other
streaming systems is that ELF seeks to obtain scalability by changing the system ar-
chitecture from $1 : n$ to $m : n$, where each job has its own master and appropriate set
of workers, all of which are mapped to a shared set of agents. With many jobs, there-
fore, an agent act as one job’s master and another job’s worker, or any combination
thereof. Further, using DHTs, jobs’ reducing paths are constructed with few overlaps,
resulting in ELF’s management being fully decentralized and load balanced. The outcome is straightforward scaling to large numbers of concurrently running jobs, with each master controls its own job’s execution, including to react to failures, mitigate stragglers, alter a job as it is running, and coordinate with other jobs at runtime.

4.1.3 Workflow

The workflow of ELF is shown in Figure 16, which illustrates how ELF’s components work together.

As shown in the figure, local aggregation is performed by the CBT, which accepts key-value pairs from agents, with aggregated results stored in agent’s memory and made available to the SRT. These distributed intermediate results are globally aggregated via the SRT. The results of SRT-level distributed aggregation are available at the SRT’s root, but can be multicast to whoever needs it. The SRTs multicast service is also used to disseminate new queries to all members and adjust current queries, which is accomplished the feedback-coordination stage.
4.2 CBT-based Agent APIs

Reduce functions in MapReduce take as inputs some key \( k \) and the list \( L \) of all values associated with that key, then “reduce” \( L \) to emit new key-value pairs. CBT plays an analogous role, but operates only on local streams and over some time window. These restrictions are due to the fact that stream data arrives continuously and CBT memory is bounded (CBT can be externalized to disk as well, but our experimentation uses only in-memory CBT).

A common approach for implementing a group-by-aggregate operation is to use a hash-based aggregator: a hashtable stores one “accumulator” for each key, and intermediate key-value pairs are then hashed by key and accumulated. The aggregated key-value pairs are read iteratively from the hashtable and transferred to the reducers. CBTs reduce certain overheads of hash-based aggregation: (i) high memory overhead per hash table entry (i.e., the pointers to the key and the accumulator add 16B per entry; the accumulators adds another 8B); and (ii) allocator overheads: the intermediate key, value, and accumulator objects are allocated from the heap, with each allocation involving the user-space memory allocator. CBTs avoid these overheads through effective use of buffering and compression. They operate as described next.

Consider using a binary search tree to maintain key-value pairs, without buffering and compression. In this case, inserting an element into the tree requires traversing the tree and performing the insert – a read and a write operation per update, leading to poor performance. The CBT, therefore, first buffers key-value pairs and then adds entire buffers to each node in the search tree. Memory efficiency is obtained via compression as follows.

The entire CBT resides in memory. The root is uncompressed, but the buffers of all other nodes are compressed. When a buffer of a non-leaf node reaches some threshold (e.g., half its capacity), it is emptied into the buffers of nodes in the next level. To empty the buffer, the system decompresses the buffer (if not already decompressed),
Figure 17: Between intervals, new key-value pairs are inserted into the CBT; the root buffer is sorted and aggregated; the buffer is the split into fragments according to hash ranges of children, and each fragment is compressed and copied into the respective children node; at each interval, the CBT is flushed.

sorts the tuples by hash value, performs a linear aggregation pass to aggregate PAOs with the same key and partitions the tuples into those receiving buffers based on the hash value. When a leaf node is full it splits to form a new leaf node that is added as a new child to the parent. If the number of children of the parent exceeds the maximum allowed, the parent also splits possibly propagating splits up to the root (as in the case of a B-Tree[19]). This process is illustrated in Figure 17.

The highlights of this solution include the following. First, compression is effective as it operates across larger buffers. Second, buffers are uncompressed only when they are merged (and then re-compressed), again operating over larger data sets. Third, merging uses efficient merge-sort methods, since each buffer is maintained in sorted form. Fourth, when extending CBTs to operate on disk, buffer-based operations transform the original multiple, random I/Os of small updates into fewer, larger I/O operations.

As a result, the CBT offers fast, memory-efficient aggregation of intermediate key-value pairs, at levels of throughput comparable to competitive data structures like hashtables, but with reduced total memory requirements. Additional detail about
CBTs appears in [17].

### 4.3 DHT-based SRT APIs

ELF’s methods for aggregating large distributed datasets across potentially thousands of servers benefit from the self-organizing, resilient nature of its peer-to-peer based implementation. In this implementation, each SRT node is assigned as its address a random nodeId from a circular 128-bit node identifier space. Each node’s constant-sized routing table is updated based on new node joins and node removals. The overlay’s \texttt{route(nodeId, msg)} operation routes a message \texttt{msg} from the current node to the one closest to \texttt{nodeId} in the overall nodeId space. The routing mechanism ensures the delivery of a packet within $O(\log_2 N)$ hops for an $N$-node network, where $b$ is typically 4. The routing table also enables the overlay to exploit network locality in the underlying network, i.e., the total delay by routing a message relative to the delay between source and destination in the underlying network, is below two [26]. Common examples of P2P overlay software are Chord [76], Pastry [72], Tapestry [90], and Bamboo [71]. They are all self-organizing, self-repairing, and resilient to failures, with many services (e.g., multicast, anycast, lookup) built on top of their functionalities. ELF exploits these functionalities, i.e., their aggregation, multicast, and anycast methods, to implement cluster-wide data aggregation, query deployment, and updates, explained in more detail next.

#### 4.3.1 Multicast

ELF uses Scribe [27], built on top of Pastry, to create the multicast tree for each streaming application. It also uses this functionality to disseminate a new query or update an existing one. Specifically, Scribe’s \texttt{subscribe(topicId)} and \texttt{publish(topicId, msg)} primitives (i) allow a node to join a multicast tree whose groupId equals to \texttt{topicId}, and (ii) make it possible to send a message \texttt{msg} to a group of nodes in this multicast tree. \texttt{topicId} is a number in the same 128-bit nodeId space; it can be
computed by using a hash function on the topic's name: \( \text{hash(topicName)} \).

Each ELF web data stream application has a unique \texttt{appName: appId}. Initially, all participating agents belonging to certain stream application subscribe to a common tree, by using \texttt{subscribe(hash(appName))}. The agent whose nodeId is numerically closest to \( \text{hash(appName)} \) becomes the root. When deploying a new query, the root encapsulates the query code into messages disseminated to all tree members. Additional multicast messages are used to start and stop queries. Using a multicast tree affords ELF deployments and updates to have small delays, as they follow a limited number of hops, benefiting from the overlay’s locality properties.

4.3.2 Aggregation

ELF’s implementation enhances Scribe’s multicast trees to also support aggregation functions. Specifically, when agents periodically send their updates for map results towards the root, all intermediate nodes in the path aggregate the datasets collected from their children, applying the aggregation functions along the entire path. Aggregation, therefore, occurs in \( O(\log_2 N) \) hops. This also means that aggregation functions have to be composable, such as \texttt{sum, maximum, minimum}, etc., which satisfy the hierarchical computation property [57]. For example, note that operations like “average” do not satisfy this property, so its intermediate results are stored as tuples \( \langle \text{sum, count} \rangle \).

A single physical SRT can support a large number of groups with a wide range of group sizes, and a high rate of membership turnover. As shown in Figure 18, the key to such efficiency lies in the following: (1) The tree is the union of the paths from the group members to the root. When a member joins a group, it merely routes a join request towards the root using the overlay, adding overlay links to the tree as needed. If the join request reaches a node that is already a member of the tree, the request is not propagated any further [27]. (2) All stream applications and their logical
Figure 18: (a) d46a1c and 98fc35 join the tree by routing JOIN requests towards the root d462ba. The requests are received at d462ba and d4213f without going any further, adding the branches of the aggregation tree. (b) SRT’s key-value pairs are reduced towards the root.

trees, therefore, share the same peer-to-peer overlay, resulting in the advantage that the overhead of maintaining that overlay are amortized over many group spanning trees. Such sharing permits multiple concurrent stream applications to run with low overhead.

4.3.3 Anycast

The anycast service allows an outside node to send a message to a nearby member of another tree. Implemented using a distributed depth-first search of the group tree, the benefits derived from its implementation are that it completes after visiting some small number of nodes $O(\log_2 N)$, and so that it has natural load balancing because anycasts from different senders emanate from different nodes.

ELF uses anycast to link different stream applications. An example concerning micro-sales is that when tracking hot products, one application may decide to offer discounts on Apple MacBook Pros, the other on the Apple MacBook Air. However,
since these are products from the same company and of similar style, such concurrent promotions likely compete for the same set of customers. Anycast methods linking the two different micro-sales and their SRTs can be used to correct issues like these. For instance, if the output from the “buys” tree of Apple Mac Pro shows profits to be even less than without the promotions (because customers are purchasing the Apple Mac Air), then Anycast methods linking these two trees can be used to automatically adjust their different discount rates, to pursue joint maximum profit. Note that the same principles apply to product bundling.

4.4 User Query APIs

This section describes ELF’s control plane APIs and data plane APIs, and illustrates how to implement a sample micro-promotion application using these APIs.

4.4.1 Data plane APIs and control plane APIs

Table 1 and Table 2 show the ELF’s data plane APIs and control plane APIs, respectively. The data plane APIs concern data processing within a single application. The control plane APIs are for coordination between different applications. Programmers can use them to implement a variety of interesting applications for many advanced use cases.

4.4.2 Micro-promotion application example

A sample use case shown in Figure 19 contains partial code for the micro-promotion application. It multicasts update messages periodically to empty agents’ CBTs for synchronous batch processing. It multicasts top-\(k\) results periodically to agents. Upon receiving the results, each agent checks if it has the top-\(k\) product, and if true, the extra discount will appear on the web page. To implement the product-bundling application, the agents subscribe to multiple SRTs to separately aggregate key-value pairs, and agents’ associated CBTs are flushed only (without being synchronously
Table 1: Data plane APIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Subscribe(Id appid)</strong></td>
<td>Vertex sends JOIN message to construct SRT with the root’s nodeid equals to appid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OnTimer()</strong></td>
<td>Callback. Invoked periodically. This handler has no return value. The master uses it for its periodic activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SendTo(Id nodeid, PAO paos)</strong></td>
<td>Vertex sends the key-value pairs to the parent vertex with nodeid, resulting in a corresponding invocation of <strong>OnRecv</strong>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OnRecv(Id nodeid, PAO paos)</strong></td>
<td>Callback. Invoked when vertex receives serialized key-value pairs from the child vertex with nodeid.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Multicast(Id appid, Message message)</strong></td>
<td>Application’s master publishes control messages to vertices, e.g., synchronizing CBTs to be emptied; application’s master publishes last epoch’s result, encapsulated into a message, to all vertices for iterative loops; or application’s master publishes new functions, encapsulated into a message, to all vertices for updating functions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OnMulticast(Id appid, Message message)</strong></td>
<td>Callback. Invoked when vertex receives the multicast message from application’s master.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Control plane APIs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Route(Id appid, Message message)</strong></td>
<td>Vertex or master sends a message to another application. The appid is the hash value of the target application’s name concatenated with its creator’s name.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Deliver(Id appid, Message message)</strong></td>
<td>Callback. Invoked when the application’s master receives an outsider message from another application with appid. This outsider message is usually a query for the application’s status such as results.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

emptied), to send a sliding window value to the parent vertices for asynchronously processing. To implement the sale-predication application, the master encapsulates its query and routes to the other two applications to get their intermediate results using **Route**.
void OnTimer () {
    if (this.isRoot()) {
        this.Multicast(hash("micro-promotion"), new topk(topk));
        this.Multicast(hash("micro-promotion"), new update());
    }
}  
void OnMulticast(Id appid, Message message) {
    if (message instanceof topk) {
        for(String product: message.topk) {
            if(this.hasProduct(product))
                //if it is an topk message, appear discount ...
        }
    }
    //if it is an update message, start a new batch
    else if (message instanceof update) {
        //if leaves, flush CBT and update to the parent vertex
        if (!this.containsChild(appid)) {
            PAO paos = cbt.get(appid).flush();
            this.SendTo (this.getParent(appid), paos);
            cbt.get(appid).empty();
        }
    }
}

Figure 19: ELF implementation of micro-promotion application.

4.5 Feedback and Coordination

For streaming jobs that proceed over evolving streams for extended amounts of time, it is natural for users to wish to change some functions during ongoing runs and coordinate with other jobs.

4.5.1 Feedback action for MicroSale

ELF supports feedback in a fashion similar to what is done in “closed loop” feedback control, by reusing the reverse path of the SRT to dispatch messages and new job-specified functions.

This is supported with three abstractions, as shown in Figure 20. The “sensor” interprets the job master’s output and gives it to the “controller”. The “controller” prepares for commands via a handler registered by the user, or uses some user-predefined set points, e.g., the microsale job in Sec.2.2 prepares different discounts for different
popularity scores. The “actuator” generates new functions or messages for distribution to webservers (via multicast).

4.5.2 Coordination action for ProductBundling

An additional anycast abstraction is provided for a job to query other jobs’ internal states. By using anycast, queries from a single sender of one job can be routed to the topologically nearest agent in another job of potential receivers. The feedback control module, together with anycast that exchanges shared insights between jobs, can implement many complex cross-job algorithms.

Consider the microsale job in Sec.2.2 as an example. The application wants to group, “the hot products that most customers visited were ultimately bought together with . . .”, as a package deal and sell the bundle at a discount. For example, you might
buy a hot laptop and get a bundle deal with the monitor, printer, cables and antivirus software. However, product bundling cannot simply bundle “the frequently browsed together items” or “the frequently sold together items” due to the single dataset’s inaccuracy. Moreover, as customers’ interests are subject to frequent change, it is not appropriate to continue to use the same bundle for some long time duration.

To implement such functionality, other systems rely on some outside manager to centrally calculate the best match while retaining all information from all sites’ servers. ELF’s simpler method, shown in Figure 21, has job 2 from the Sales stream anycast a query towards job 1 from the Click stream for the hot top-k item list. Upon receiving the ack message together with the list, job 2 publishes the list to all of its servers. Each server can then independently check whether its product package overlaps with the listed items. If true, the webserver notifies job 2’s master for subsequent bundling.

4.6 Evaluation

The ELF design is evaluated with an online social network (OSN) monitoring application. Experimental evaluations answer the following questions:

- What performance and functionality benefits does ELF provide for realistic streaming applications?

- What is the overheads of ELF in terms of CPU, memory, and network load?

4.6.1 Testbed and application scenarios

Experiments are conducted on a testbed of 1280 agents hosted by 60 server blades running Linux 2.6.32, all connected via Gigabit Ethernet. Each server has 12 cores (two 2.66GHz six-core Intel X5650 processors), 48GB of DDR3 RAM, and one 1TB SATA disk.
ELF’s functionality is evaluated by running an actual application requiring both batch and stream processing. The application’s purpose is to identify social spam campaigns, such as compromised or fake OSN accounts used by malicious entities to execute spam and spread malware [38]. We use the most straightforward approach to identify them – by clustering all spam containing the same label, such as an URL or account, into a campaign. The application consumes the events, all labeled as “sales”, from the replay of a previously captured data stream from Twitter’s public API [10], to determine the top-k most frequently twittering users publishing “sales”. After listing them as suspects, job functions are changed dynamically, to investigate further, by setting different filtering conditions and zooming in to different attributes, e.g., locations or number of followers.

The application is implemented to obtain online results from live data streams via ELF’s agents, while in addition, also obtaining offline results via a Hadoop/HBase backend. Having both live and historical data is crucial for understanding the accuracy and relevance of online results, e.g., to debug or improve the online code. ELF makes it straightforward to mix online with offline processing, as it operates in ways that bypass the storage tier used by Hadoop/HBase.

Specifically, live data streams flow from webservers to ELF and to HBase. For the web tier, there are 1280 emulated webservers generating Twitter streams at a rate of 50 events/s each. Those streams are directly intercepted by ELF’s 1280 agents, that filter tuples for processing, and concurrently, unchanged streams are gathered by Flume to be moved to the HBase store. The storage tier has 20 servers, in which the name node and job tracker run on a master server, and the data node and task trackers run on the remaining machines. Task trackers are configured to use two map and two reduce slots per worker node. HBase coprocessor, which is analogous to Google’s BigTable coprocessor, is used for offline batch processing.
Figure 22: Comparison of processing times of ELF on the Twitter application.

4.6.2 Application performance

With ad-hoc queries sent from a shell via ZeroMQ [11], Figure 22 shows the time required to deliver updated results for ELF in comparison with MapReduce, Muppet, and Storm, for increasing observation window sizes, in a 1280 agent configuration. Each agent generates 50 streaming events per second, which means that 64,000 new lines of streaming log data are written into HBase per second, from which updated results are pushed every 5 seconds. Results show that ELF consistently outperforms Muppet, and ELF achieves performance superior to Storm when window sizes are enough large, e.g., 300 s.

These results are not surprising, as ELF is specifically designed for stream applications, by using CBTs for high throughput local aggregation and avoiding unnecessary computations by caching previous computation results. ELF outperforms Muppet and Storm, which target at the same class of applications. For Muppet, results have to be pulled from slates via a web front end, whereas ELF’s results directly appear at SRT’s tree roots. If we instead, measure when results appear in Muppet slates,
the difference in performance between ELF and Muppet is negligible. Compared to Storm, the CBT’s data structure stabilizes ‘flush’ cost by organizing the compressed historical records in an \((a, b)\) tree, enabling fast merging with large numbers of past records.

### 4.6.3 Overheads

We evaluate ELF’s basic runtime overheads, particularly those pertaining to its CBT and SRT abstractions, and compare them with Flume and Storm. The CBT requires additional memory for maintaining intermediate results, and the SRT generates additional network traffic to maintain the overlay and its tree structure. Table 3 and Figure 23 24 present these costs, explained next.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPS</th>
<th>CPU %used</th>
<th>Memory %used</th>
<th>I/O wtp/s</th>
<th>C-switch cs/wsh/s</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ELF</td>
<td>2.96%</td>
<td>5.73%</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>780.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flume</td>
<td>0.14%</td>
<td>5.48%</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>259.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-master</td>
<td>0.06%</td>
<td>9.63%</td>
<td>2.96</td>
<td>652.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-worker</td>
<td>1.17%</td>
<td>15.91%</td>
<td>11.47</td>
<td>11198.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3:** Runtime overheads of ELF vs. others.

*SPS*: stream processing system.

*wtp/s*: write transactions per second.

*cs/wsh/s*: context switches per second.

**Runtime overheads.** Table 3 shows the per-node runtime overheads of ELF, Flume, Storm master, and Storm worker. Experiments are run on 60 nodes, each with 12 cores and 48GB RAM. As Table 3 shows, ELF’s runtime overheads is small, comparable to Flume, and much less than that of Storm master and Storm worker. This is because both ELF and Flume use a decentralized architecture that distributes the management load across the datacenter, which is not the case for Storm master.
Compared to Flume, which only collects and aggregates streams, ELF offers the additional functionality of providing fast, general stream processing along with per-job management mechanisms.

**Figure 23:** Additional #packets overhead of ELF with different update intervals.

**Figure 24:** Additional bytes overhead of ELF with different update intervals.
Network overheads. Figure 23 and Figure 24 show the additional network traffic imposed by ELF with varying update intervals, when running the Twitter application. We see that the number of packets and number of bytes sent per agent increase only linearly, with an exponential increase in the number of agents, at a rate less than the increase in update frequency (from 1/30 to 1/5). This is because most packets are ping-pong messages used for overlay and SRT maintenance (initialization and keep alive), for which any agent pings to a limited set of neighboring agents. We estimate from Figure 23 that when scaling to millions of agents, the additional #package is still bounded to 10.

4.7 Discussion

The majority of the streaming processing systems have three architecture components: shuffle, execution model and caching. The shuffle component is responsible for exchanging intermediate data between two computation stages. For MapReduce, there are two stages: map and reduce. For Spark, there may be many stages built at shuffle dependencies. The execution model component determines how user defined functions are translated into a physical execution plan. The caching component allows reuse of intermediate data across multiple stages.

ELF’s CBT is related to the caching component. CBT outperforms in (1) locality by pushing the batch computation down to the end webserver; (2) memory efficiency by batching data into small timestamps and saves as in local memory; (3) better write performance by adopting the buffer tree because lazy aggregation requires fast writes and ordering, but not low-latency reads.

ELF’s SRT is related to the shuffle component. The shuffle component is often the bottleneck of the scalability of a streaming processing framework. For example, in MapReduce, big data is shuffled between the map stage and the reduce stage for bulk synchronization. The sort operation may be executed during the shuffle stage,
which is usually required to handle very large data that does not fit in main memory, same as the aggregation and combine operation. SRT outperforms in (1) scalability by assigning each job a separate master, to improve the reliability of streaming systems, particularly when there are numerous concurrent jobs; (2) load balancing by decomposing one master’s load into $n$ masters for $n$ jobs running across the network.

Performance evaluations at the scale of thousands of agents demonstrate CBT’s superior throughput for local pre-reduce, by up to 1.5x Spark Streaming’s reported best throughput (640,000 records/s) for Grep, WordCount, and TopKCount when running on 4-core nodes. We also demonstrate low performance interference between concurrent SRTs’ operators and over 95% probability for load balancing for 2000 concurrent jobs.
CHAPTER V
PROCESSING ELF AT SCALE

Much of “big data” is generated in real time and is most valuable at its time of generation. For example, a social network may want to identify trending conversation topics within minutes, an ad provider may want to train a predictor model for user ad clicks, or a service operator may want to mine log files to detect failures within seconds [88]. To enable these low-latency stream processing applications, it is important for their streaming computation models to be able to scale transparently to large clusters, so as to handle the volumes of data and computation they involve.

However, processing streaming computation models at large scale is challenging. Distributed computing failures may happen due to processing node failures, network disconnections, software bugs, and resource limitations. Even though the individual components have a relatively small probability of failure, when large set of such components are working together the probability of one component failing at a given time is non-negligible and in practice failure is the norm rather than the exception.

At this scale, there are two major problems, faults and stragglers (slow nodes), which are inevitable in large clusters running “big data” applications. The previous chapters covered the ELF design and implementation including the CBT component and the SRT component, and several applications of ELF to execute specialized streaming computation models such as pipeline and feedback cycles. Nonetheless, the question remains: How to handle transmission faults and agent failures, transient or permanent, and recover from fault while maintaining the states? How to mitigate straggler, including to deal with transient slowdown?
In this chapter, we study these questions by exploring ELF at scale. First, we describe the failure model of ELF and our assumptions. Second, we show that ELF can effectively checkpoint and replay each CBT agent’s state, and recover transient or permanent failures from transmission faults and agent failures by making the use of the shortcut between SRT’s branch parent and children. Third, we show that ELF can mitigate straggler and deal with transient slowdown by deliberately leaping stragglers, so as to maintain low end-to-end latency for time-critical streaming jobs.

5.1 Failure Model

ELF has two types of operators, CBT-based ‘map’ operator and SRT-based ‘reduce’ operator. CBT-based ‘map’ operator performs local computations, such as filter, groupby-aggregate, sort, on raw data events as they are generated from associated data sources, and saved them as intermediate results in CBT in memory. SRT-based ‘reduce’ operator performs global computations, such as aggregate, join. We consider the following fundamental operators:

1. **Filter**: filters each input tuple against a predicate.

2. **Transform**: transforms each input tuple into another output tuple.

3. **Groupby-aggregate**: computes aggregate functions over windows of tuples that slide with time (possibly grouping the data first and sort).

4. **Join**: joins tuples on streams when these tuples fall within some time window of each other.

An operator $O_i$ in the operator network, can be parallelized to several instances $o_j^i$ where $j$ denotes the operator instance id. Formally, an operator $O_i$, is modelled as $O_i = \{o_1^i, o_2^i, ..., o_n^i\}$, where $n \in N^+$.
Where \( n \) describes the degree of parallelization of the operator \( O_i \). In our system, \( n \) is the number of leaves of ELF’s SRT. A cluster has a set of nodes \( N = \{n_1, ..., n_n\} \). Every node \( n \) processes a non-overlapping subset of data sources.

Our approach handles stragglers (slower \( O_i \)), transmission error and fail-stop failures (e.g., software crashes) of processing operators (failure \( O_i \)), network failures, and network partitions where any subset of nodes lose connectivity to one another. We consider long delays as network failures.

### 5.2 Synchronization Assumptions

Operators perform their computations over windows of tuples. For example, an aggregate operator may compute the average datacenter utilization every hour. Some operators, such as \textit{Join}, still block when some of their input streams are missing. For instance, in a system counting page views from male users on one node and females on another, if one of the nodes is backlogged, the ratio of their counts will be wrong [87]. Therefore, the failure of a data source prevents the system from processing the remaining streams.

We assume that data sources have loosely synchronized time clocks, and each tuple is associated with a timestamp when they are pushed into the system. When two or more streams are joined, or otherwise combined by SRT, ELF delays tuples until timestamps match on all incoming streams. Therefore, we make the following assumption: The clocks at data sources must therefore be sufficiently synchronized to ensure these buffering delays are smaller than the maximum incremental processing latency, \( X \), specified by the application [22].

ELF’s consistency semantics are straightforward, leveraging the fact that each CBT’s intermediate results (PAOs snapshots) are uniquely named for different timestamped intervals. Like a software combining tree barrier, each leaf uploads the first interval’s snapshot to its parent. If the parent discovers that it is the last one in
PAOs' snapshots sequentially sent

Current Timestamp: 3

Figure 25: Example of the consistency semantics. Agent₁ triggers blocks of Agent₅ and Agent₇.

its direct list of children to do so, it continues up the tree by aggregating the first interval’s snapshots from all branches, else it blocks.

Figure 25 shows an example in which agent₁ loses snapshot₀, and thus blocks agent₅ and agent₇. Proceeding in this fashion, a late-coming snapshot eventually blocks the entire upstream path to the root. All snapshots from distributed CBTs are thus sequentially aggregated.

For example, in Figure 25, assume agent₁ loses some records and thus gets delayed a little bit. Then agent₁’s parent agent₅ will see a mismatch of timestamps of snapshots from agent₁ and agent₂. In that case, agent₅ will be blocked to wait, until agent₁ recovers, so as agent₇. Proceeding in this fashion, a late-coming snapshot eventually blocks the entire upstream path to the root. All snapshots from distributed CBTs are thus sequentially aggregated. Note that since not all applications require strong consistencies across nodes, ELF gives the user explicit control of trade-offs between consistency and availability.
5.3 Challenges of Fault and Straggler Tolerance

The previous work for fault and straggler tolerance can be divided into three categories: upstream backup, replication, gap recovery.

**Upstream backup.** The upstream node retains a copy of the data events that it sent since last checkpoint. If a node fails, a standby node immediate takes over its role, and then the upstream node replays the message to the standby node to rebuild the state. When the data event is sent out safely, the upstream node will be notified and then the upstream node can delete the data events. Many modern large-scale stream processing systems based on message queuing use this approach. The challenge of this approach is that it incurs high recovery latency and they typically rely on the user’s code to manage the recovery of state. For example, Storm’s Trident layer automatically keeps state in a replicated database instead, committing updates in batches. While this simplifies the programming interface, it increases the base processing cost, by requiring updates to be replicated transactionally across the network [87].

**Replication.** In replication, there are two copies of the processing components, that is, the primary node and secondary node, and these two nodes run in parallel. Input records are sent to both. The primary node’s output is connected to the downstream nodes and the backup node’s output is not connected. Once a failure happens, the secondary node takes over the operation and connects to the downstream nodes. The replication approach incurs low recovery latency. However, the biggest challenge is the synchronization between the primary node and secondary node. The primary node and the secondary node both process data on its own speeds. Simply replicating the nodes is not enough; the system also needs to run a synchronization protocol to ensure that the primary node and the secondary node see the data events in the same
order. Replication is thus costly, though it recovers quickly from failures.

**Gap recovery.** In gap recovery, the loss of data event is expected, and it provides the weakest guaranteed processing. When a node fails, another node is chosen to take over the operations of the failed task. The new task starts from the last checkpoint, or an empty state, and starts processing the inputs directly to it by the upstream processing task. Therefore, the challenge is that certain tuples can be lost during the recovery phase because the new task starts from an empty state.

### 5.4 Fault Recovery

ELF handles transmission faults and agent failures, transient or permanent. ELF’s fault recovery consists of detecting point to point transmission error and CBT state checkpointing and replay.

#### 5.4.1 Detecting key-value errors

Millions of records are shuffled per second in ELF. Because traffic noise and other interference is inevitable in large-scale systems, it is important to guarantee that each record emitted by an agent is correctly transferred to the receiving agent.

ELF’s implementation ensures record correctness using a fixed 8 bytes per agent,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>key</th>
<th>value</th>
<th>random 32bits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10010100...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10011011...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>01010110...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>00100010...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10010110...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>f</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10101110...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>......</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Send

01000011...

01010110... XOR

\( \neq \)

0 Resend

Receive

\( 00110111... \) XOR

\( \neq \) ack

\( 00110111... \)

\( 01110111... \)

Figure 26: Example of using XOR to detect key-value transmission errors.
with one *ack* per interval, to detect any *key-value* error. Specifically, when a *key-value* pair is sent, it is given a random 64 bit id. At each interval, the sending agent “*xor*” all *key-value* pairs successfully sent and keeps the result, e.g., 01000011... The receiving agent also “*xor*” all *key-value* pairs that has been received, and then *acks* the final result, e.g., it should be the same as 01000011... If the sent value “*xor*” *ack* value equals to 0, then it means all *key-value* pairs have been correctly transferred, otherwise not. Figure 26 illustrates the above process. We note that Storm uses a similar approach to track an entire topology, whereas ELF uses it for point to point reliability. The approach ensures chances of an “*ack val*” accidentally becoming 0 is extremely small, e.g., at 10^K *acks* per second, it will take 50,000,000 years until a mistake is made.

### 5.4.2 State checkpointing and replay

A streaming processing system is expected to be able to “checkpointing-replay” parts of a stream, reproducing the results of a user application. It is important for several reasons, most notably for recovering from failures, which start to happen frequently when scaling systems to large clusters. For infinite streams, the system needs to retain a certain history of the stream and coordinate what to retain, for how long, and what to replay.

In ELF, When an agent fails, in circumstance of permanent failure or longer than the job can suffer, the data that were on the node and all tasks the agent were currently running, would be regarded as lost. ELF can be extended to allow the dataset cached in the agent’s CBT, and all tasks to be recomputed in parallel on other agents.

As shown in Figure 27, each agent in the overlay maintains a routing table, a neighborhood set, and a leaf set \[72\]. The leaf set contains the agentIds hashed from the webservers’ IP addresses that are children of the local agent. The job master
periodically checkpoints each agent’s snapshots in the CBT, by asynchronously replicating them to the agent’s children. For example, for a job computing a running click of items, the job master $S_1$ could choose to checkpoint clicks every 5 minutes. Agent $R$ partitions the CBT’s snapshots into three parts and replicates to her children $C$, $D$ and $E$ every 5 minutes. Keep-alive messages exchanged between children agents and parent provide the basis of early detection, with unresponsive agents presumed failed. Upon failure detection by any of the agent’s children, recomputation of the data of the missing CBT uses one of the CBT’s mirrors (e.g., $C$ takes over $R$’s task after $R$’s failure); the job master is notified about the failure and recomputes the task from the last checkpoint by multicasting a synchronization message to all workers.

5.5 Straggler Mitigation

Straggler mitigation, including to deal with transient slowdown, is important for maintaining low end-to-end delays for time-critical streaming jobs. Users can instruct ELF jobs to exercise two possible mitigation options. First, as in other stream processing systems, speculative backup copies of slow tasks could be run in neighboring agents,
Figure 28: Example of the *leaping straggler* approach. Agent$_1$ notifies all members to discard snapshot$_0$. 

termed the “*mirroring straggler*” option. The second option in actual current use by ELF is the “leaping straggler” approach, which skips the delayed snapshot and simply jumps to the next interval to continue the stream computation.

Straggler mitigation is enabled by the fact that each agent’s CBT states are periodically checkpointed, with a timestamp at every interval. When a CBT’s snapshots are rolled up from leaves to root, the straggler will cause all of its all upstream agents to be blocked. In the example shown in Figure 28, agent$_1$ has a transient failure and fails to resend the first checkpoint’s data for some short duration, blocking the computations in agent$_5$ and agent$_7$. Using a simple threshold to identify it as a straggler – whenever its parent determines it to have fallen two intervals behind its siblings – agent$_1$ is marked as a straggler. Agent$_5$, can use the *leaping straggler* approach: it invalidates the first interval’s checkpoints on all agents via a multicast message indicating ‘empty’ command, and then jumping to the second interval.

The *leaping straggler* approach leverages the streaming nature of ELF, maintaining timeliness at reduced levels of result accuracy. This is critical for streaming jobs operating on realtime data, as when reacting quickly to changes in web user behavior or when dealing with realtime sensor inputs, e.g., indicating time-critical business
decisions or analyzing weather changes, stock ups and downs, etc.

5.6 Evaluation

Experiments are conducted on a testbed of 1280 agents hosted by 60 server blades running Linux 2.6.32, all connected via Gigabit Ethernet. Each server has 12 cores (two 2.66GHz six-core Intel X5650 processors), 48GB of DDR3 RAM, and one 1TB SATA disk. The 1280 agents emulated webservers to generate Twitter streams at a rate of 50 $events/s$ each. Those streams are directly intercepted, filtered, and groupby-aggregated by ELF agents. Meanwhile, unchanged data stream logs are gathered by Flume to be moved to the HBase store. Having both live and historical data helps us understand and check the accuracy of ELF’s fault recovery strategy.

Experimental evaluations answer the following questions:

- How fast can ELF recover from faults?
- How fast can ELF recover from stragglers?

5.6.1 Error detecting time

The time required for completing fault recovery or straggler leaping is directly affected by the detecting time of error node, and internally by the horizontal scale of the system being run, represented by ELF SRTs. Figure 29 shows how error detecting times change with horizontal scaling – for different numbers of participating agents, where the right Y-axis represents the depth of the shared reducer tree (SRT) spanning the datacenter. As evident from the figure, SRT scales well with the size of datacenter, as detecting times increase linearly with the depth of SRT, for exponentially increasing numbers of agents. This is because time increases are strictly governed by the SRT’s depth – $O(\log_2 N)$ as it needs to traverse the tree to inform the master about faults, where $N$ is the number of agents in the datacenter. Note, however, that these are measurements taken on only 60 server blades total, so there
will likely be additional networking delays observed in datacenter configurations with larger numbers of servers (and less cores per server node).

5.6.2 Checkpointing and replay load balancing

In conventional fault tolerance systems, a relatively small number of backup nodes carry all the load of checkpointing and replay. This poses a problem when there are many concurrent running streaming jobs since the small set of backup nodes may not have the extra capacity and availability for many jobs concurrently.

ELF overcomes the inherently unbalanced checkpointing and replay load in conventional fault tolerance systems. ELF’s randomization properties ensure that the tree is well balanced and that the forwarding/aggregating interior nodes that perform checkpointing and replay operations are evenly balanced over the nodes.

We create 5 SRTs, 10 SRTs and 15 SRTs in a 256 nodes simulated data center, respectively. Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32 list the accumulative number of being
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**Figure 29:** Error detecting time.
interior nodes that perform checkpointing and replay for different SRTs, where X-axis denotes host serial number and Y-axis denotes the accumulative numbers to be interior nodes for different SRTs. Each SRT is responsible for one stream processing

**Figure 30:** Checkpointing and replay load balancing for 5 SRTs.

**Figure 31:** Checkpointing and replay load balancing for 10 SRTs.
job. From Figure 30, Figure 31, Figure 32, we can see that, each node can be an interior checkpointing and replay point for one SRT job and also be a leaf node for other SRT jobs. Hence, the onus of checkpointing and replay for concurrently running jobs spans roughly evenly over all nodes in ELF.

5.6.3 Fault and straggler recovery

Fault and straggler recovery are evaluated with methods that use human intervention. To cause permanent failures, we deliberately remove some working agents from the datacenter to evaluate how fast ELF can recover. The time cost includes recomputing the routing table entries, rebuilding the SRT links, synchronizing CBTs across the network, and resuming the computation. To cause stragglers via transient failures, we deliberately slow down some working agents, by collocating them with other CPU-intensive and bandwidth-aggressive applications. The leap ahead method for straggler mitigation is fast, as it only requires the job master to send a multicast message to notify everyone to drop the intervals in question.

![Checkpointing and replay load balancing for 15 SRTs.](image)

**Figure 32:** Checkpointing and replay load balancing for 15 SRTs.
Figure 33: Fault recovery.

Figure 34: Straggler recovery.

Figure 33 reports recovery times with varying numbers of agents. The top curve shows that the delay for fault recovery is about 7 s, with a very small rate of increase with increasing numbers of agents. This is due to the DHT overlay’s internally parallel
nature of repairing the SRT and routing table.

Figure 34 shows that the delay for ELF’s leap ahead approach to dealing with stragglers is less than 100 ms, because multicast and subsequent skipping time costs are trivial compared to the cost of full recovery.

5.7 Discussion

This section explored the state management of ELF from three perspectives: the way that ELF synchronizes states across distributed machines between stages to guarantee user’s setting consistency, the way that ELF checkpoints node states to recover from transient or permanent failures, and the way that ELF mitigates stragglers.

ELF manages states mainly with synchronization and checkpointing, periodically replicating the task’s in-memory data to other nodes. However, we do not store the complete task state of each checkpoint, which will become increasingly expensive as task state grows. Instead, ELF discards passed batches automatically if no error is detected. Another optimization that ELF makes is to explore task data’s strong temporal and spatial locality by checkpointing each node’s state to its direct children node. The reason lies in that, after recovering from a failure, the children node is mostly likely to substitute the position of failure node in SRT for the follow-up computations.

We show that ELF were successful because we allow users control the most aspects of state issues such as the intensity of consistency, fault recovery and straggler mitigation, and only primarily add a cost in network bandwidth, which is tolerable in many applications.
CHAPTER VI

RELATED WORK

In this chapter we review works that relate to our streaming processing solution and discuss in detail how our solution advances the state of the art.

6.1 Streaming Databases

The earliest academic systems for stream processing were developed in the database community, such as Aurora [89], Borealis [14], STREAM [20], and SPADE [39], using stateful operators and windows. SPADE provides a toolkit of built-in operators and a set of adapters, targeting the System S runtime. Unlike SPADE or STREAM that uses SQL-style declarative query interfaces, Aurora is based on a dataflow-style “boxes and arrows” paradigm that allows query activity to be interspersed with message processing. Borealis inherits its core stream processing functionality from Aurora. The gap recovery by Hwang [42] that drops error tuples is similar to ELF’s leap straggler recovery mechanism (i.e., ELF also drops error intervals).

Compared to them, ELF contributes: (1) a decentralized model that assigns each job a separate master, to improve the scalability and reliability of streaming systems, particularly when there are numerous concurrent jobs; and (2) the segmentation of streams into mini-batches with intermediate results saved in compressed form in memory, leading to high memory efficiency, particularly when merging streaming data with larger volumes of historical records.

6.2 MapReduce-style Systems

Recent work extended the batch-oriented MapReduce model to support continuous stream processing, using techniques like pipelined parallelism, incremental processing
Table 4: Current MapReduce projects and related software.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hive</td>
<td>Hive provides a database query interface to Apache Hadoop.</td>
<td>[78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hbase</td>
<td>Scalable distributed database that supports structured data storage for large tables.</td>
<td>[61]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pig</td>
<td>Pig framework involves a high-level scripting language (Pig Latin) and offers a run-time platform that allows users to execute MapReduce on Hadoop.</td>
<td>[65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spark Streaming</td>
<td>Spark Streaming is an extension of the core Spark API. Spark core provides distributed task dispatching, scheduling, and basic I/O functionalities, exposed through an application programming interface centered on the RDD abstraction.</td>
<td>[87]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chukwa</td>
<td>Chuwa is a data collection and analysis framework incorporated with MapReduce and HDFS; the workflow of Chukwa allows for data collection from distributed systems, data processing, and data storage in Hadoop.</td>
<td>[70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twister</td>
<td>Twister is a lightweight MapReduce runtime that provides support for iterative MapReduce computations.</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARN</td>
<td>Apache Hadoop YARN (Yet Another Resource Negotiator) is a cluster management technology.</td>
<td>[80]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MapR</td>
<td>MapR offers the converged data platform with the power of Apache Hadoop, Spark, event streaming, real-time database, and enterprise storage.</td>
<td>[13]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

for map and reduce, and minimizing redundant computations. An overview of current MapReduce projects and related software is shown in Table 4. MapReduce model allows an unexperienced programmer to develop parallel programs that are capable of using computers in a cloud. In most cases, programmers are required to specify two functions only: the map function (mapper) and the reduce function (reducer). The mapper regards the key/value pair as input and generates intermediate key/value pairs. The reducer merges all the pairs associated with the same (intermediate) key and then generates an output.

on top of an unmodified Pig/Hadoop software stack, with data passed in a continuous fashion. Nova claims itself as a tool more suitable for large batched incremental processing than for small data increments processed with low latencies. Incoop [23] applies memorization to the results of partial computations, so that subsequent computations can reuse previous results for unchanged inputs. One-Pass Analytics [52] optimizes MapReduce jobs by avoiding expensive I/O blocking operations such as reloading map output. It exploits main memory to pre-combine map outputs by replacing the sort-merge implementation in MapReduce with a hash-based framework to enable fast in-memory data processing.

iMR [56] offers MapReduce API for continuous log processing, and similar to ELF’s agent, mines data locally first so as to reduce the volume of data crossing the network; CBP [55] and Comet [41] run MapReduce jobs on new data every few minutes for “bulk incremental processing”, with all states stored in on-disk filesystem incurring latencies as high as tens of seconds. Spark Streaming [87] divides input data streams into batches and stores them in memory as RDDs [85]. By adopting a batch-computation model, it inherits powerful fault tolerance via parallel recovery, but any dataflow modification, e.g., from pipeline to cyclic, has to be done via the single master, thus introducing overheads avoided by ELF’s decentralized approach. For example, it takes Spark Streaming seconds for iterating and performing incremental updates, but milliseconds for ELF.

In contrast to the systems mentioned above, ELF departs from the MapReduce-inherited batch processing nature. It replaces the single master paradigm used by these systems with a more scalable “many masters” approach. Perhaps more importantly, by placing ELF agents close to data sources (i.e., webservers), the raw data streams can be processed locally prior to the data shuffling across the network, so as to take advantage of “data locality” to avoid unnecessary traffic cost and data movement, particularly for distributed data sources.
6.3 Large-scale Streaming Systems

ELF is most akin to recently proposed distributed stream-processing systems like S4 [63], Storm [6], and Muppet[50]. Keyed data events are routed with affinity to processing elements (PEs), which consume the events and do one or both of the following: (1) emit events to other PEs, and (2) publish results. They use a message passing model in which a stream computation is structured as a static dataflow graph, and vertices run stateful code to asynchronously process records as they traverse the graph. The most famous platforms include S4, Storm, SQLstream [9], Apache Kafka [49], MillWheel [15] and the like (see Table 5).

There are limited optimizations on how past states are stored and how new states are integrated with past data, thus incurring high overheads in memory usage and low throughput when operating over larger time windows. For example, Storm asks users to write codes to implement sliding windows for trend topics, e.g., using `Map<>`, `HashMap<>` data structure. Muppet uses an in-memory hashtable-like data structure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th>Brief description</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Storm</td>
<td>Storm is a distributed realtime computation system. It has the advantages of scalable, fault-tolerant, and is easy to set up and operate</td>
<td>[6]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System S</td>
<td>IBM System S provides a programming model and an execution platform for user-developed applications that ingest, filter, analyze, and correlate potentially massive volumes of continuous data streams.</td>
<td>[40]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Splunk</td>
<td>Splunk is a big data analytics platform that rapidly explores, analyzes and visualizes data in Hadoop. It has the advantages of Fast and easy to use, dynamic environments, scales from laptop to datacenter.</td>
<td>[5]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kafka</td>
<td>Kafka is a distributed publish-subscribe messaging system.</td>
<td>[49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sap HANA</td>
<td>SAP HANA was previously called &quot;SAP High-Performance Analytic Appliance&quot;. It is a Platform for real-time business, with the advantage of fast in-memory computing and realtime analytics.</td>
<td>[3]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
termed a slate, to store past keys and their associated values. Each key-value entry has an update trigger that is run when new records arrive and aggressively inserts new values to the slate. This creates performance issues when the key space is large or when historical window size is large. ELF, instead, structures sets of key-value pairs as compressed buffer trees (CBTs) in memory, and uses lazy aggregation, so as to achieve high memory efficiency and throughput.

Systems using persistent storage to provide full fault-tolerance. MeteorShower [81] aims at recovering from large-scale failures, by orchestrating operators’ checkpointing activities through ‘tokens’. Each operator receiving the token is thereby triggered to checkpoint its state. That is analogous to ELF’s job master which sends multicast messages as ‘tokens’ to synchronize its agents’ checkpoints, but ELF’s job masters use diverse application-specific tokens’ paths instead of a common one. Percolator [68] structures a web indexing computation as triggers that run when new values are written into a distributed key-value store, but does not offer consistency guarantees across nodes. TimeStream [69] runs the continuous, stateful operators in Microsoft StreamInsight [16] on a cluster, scaling with load swings through repartitioning or reconfiguring sub-DAG with more or less operators. Google proposed Pregel [58] for iterative graph algorithms. Pregel holds the entire graph in memory distributed across nodes, thus avoiding disk-access latencies. The primary overhead is the communication at the end of each superstep, which is essential to application semantics. MillWheel [15] uses an event-driven API that allows users to specify a directed computation graph for complex streaming computations. Naiad [62] is unique in tying high level-programming pattern (LINQ) to specialized system designs that execute iterative, parallel and cyclic dataflow programs. However, Naiad [62] is more suitable for working set that fits in the aggregate RAM of the cluster than large-scale distributed sets of nodes targeted by ELF. We differ from Naiad, which sends only data feedback, in that ELF’s application-customized master can send feedback messages
that can concern data, job control, and new job functions.

### 6.4 Data aggregation systems

ELF includes an overlay construction containing agents from all data sources and aggregating their states. Concerning overlay construction and data aggregation, PlanetLab has management tools like CoTop [2], CoMon [1], and Mon [53]. CoMon is a web-based general node/slice monitor that monitors most PlanetLab nodes, typically used to examine the resource profiles of individual experiments. CoTop provides a top-like monitoring tool for PlanetLab. Differing from CoMon and CoTop, Mon is an on-demand monitoring service for PlanetLab. Mon constructs a multicast tree on the fly to serve a one-shot query. Mon is a better solution for multicasting user commands to applications rather than locating resources for applications, because it has no prior knowledge about the attributes. Ganglia [60] uses a single hierarchical tree to collect all data of federated clusters. The above tools use a centralized approach without in-network aggregation; hence, all individual data are returned to a local machine, even though only their aggregates are of interest. This has limited scalability with the size of the system and the number of attributes.

Distributed systems have explored scalability for generating aggregated results via some large distributed overlay. Astrolabe [79] provides a generic aggregation abstraction and uses a single static tree to aggregate all states. SDIMS [83] uses the same approach but constructs multiple trees for better scalability and flexibility. Its leaf nodes are physical machines and the internal nodes, represented as virtual nodes, correspond to administrative domains responsible for administrative autonomy and isolation. Unlike SDIMS, which still assumes a single group for the entire system, Moara [48] maintains many groups for aggregation trees based on different query rates and group churn rates, thus reducing bandwidth consumption. Q-Tree [18] targets at multi-attribute composite range queries, by building a single tree and assigning range
intervals on each node in a hierarchical manner.

ELF leverages DHT’s low cost to construct overlay and DHT’s publish/subscribe flexibility to build bottom-up trees to implement pipeline dataflow and cycle dataflow, so as to lower response times and message overheads. ELF’s contribution lies in reconsidering and using the concept in stream processing system but providing user-customizations.

Summarizing, the new contributions ELF made are (1) improved locality by pushing batching to the end web servers; (2) memory efficiency by saving small duration snapshots in in-memory CBTs; (3) scalability by decomposing one master into $n$ masters for $n$ jobs running across the network; and (4) new functionality like feedback control and coordination cross multiple streaming jobs as inherent system components.
CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSION

This dissertation described ELF, a novel decentralized model for streaming computation that changes commonly used “one master many workers” architecture to a “many masters many workers” architecture. ELF innovations go beyond scalability and performance improvements, to also offer new functionalities, including support for job function changes at runtime and cross-job coordination. Processing consistency and fault recovery are obtained by treating a streaming computation as a series of mini-batch computations on small time intervals. The intermediate results from those batch computations at each interval are stored in memory as compressed buffer trees (CBTs) structure across the datacenter, and are gradually rolling up to a global shared reducer tree (SRT), with results available at the SRT’s root (the job master).

Experimental evaluations demonstrate ELF’s scalability to a thousand concurrent jobs, high per-node throughput, sub-second job latency, and sub-second ability to adjust the actions of jobs being run. Finally, because ELF bypasses the log collection and storage tier, it can smoothly interoperate with other systems, thus offering a lightweight solution to add stream processing capabilities to the large-scale data collection and batch analytics systems used in web companies and elsewhere.

In the rest of this chapter, we summarize a few of the lessons that influenced this work. Finally, we sketch areas for future work.

7.1 Lessons Learned

The importance of decentralized architecture. The main thread underlying our work is how to decouple the “one master many workers” centralized architecture into the “many masters many workers” decentralized architecture. Due to the
large volume of streaming data that are continuously generated in realtime, many streaming applications tend to share the data and the platform and run concurrently on top of them. Whereas previous systems have mostly inherited from traditional MapReduce’s centralized architecture to rely on the primary master to track all jobs and tasks resulting in central bottleneck, ELF enhances the scalability by offering each application an independent master to control the application’s behavior while automatically providing fault tolerance.

The importance of immediate access to data source. For “big data” applications in particular, datasets are generated in a distributed way. Previous systems usually converge these datasets using a log collecting tier and transfer them to the storage tier. Only on the storage tier, streaming applications have access to the datasets and process them. Another lesson from our work is that we found out that waiting data to be collected, stored and then processed is quite inefficient, and it is low latency that matters, because big data is generated in realtime and is most valuable at its time of generation. Therefore, ELF associates each data source with an ELF agent that has immediate access to the fresh data when it is generated, and thus processed them instantly.

The importance of integrating large historical records. One interesting lesson in how to integrate large historical records is to look at bottlenecks. In many cases, a few resources ultimately limit the performance of the application, so giving users control to optimize these resources can lead to good performance. For example, when it comes to store historical records in memory, Walmart’s Muppet and Twitter’s Storm all use Hashtable. However, we found out every insert in Hashtable require traversing the whole table and perform an operation — a read, write and update. Eventually, the accumulated small I/O costs are large and fall into the bottleneck
that limits the throughputs. ELF uses *compressed buffer tree* data structure in memory to store the historical records. The take away is: Integration usually happens on large chunks of data and thus combining many small I/Os into one large I/O and thus enhancing the throughputs.

**The importance of exploring DHT for scalability.** Finally, part of what made ELF scalable is that ELF is built on top of DHTs. Each ELF agent is assigned with a `nodeId` in a circular 128-bit large id space. Using the same hashing function, each application is computed a `appId` in the same id space. The node whose `nodeId` is numerically close to `appId` automatically becomes the node master. Theoretically, when the number of concurrent running applications achieves to a large scale, their masters will be roughly and evenly distributed on all nodes of the overlay.

### 7.2 Future Work

There are several smaller, concrete extensions to the ELF framework that would enable a wider array of possible user scenarios.

**Approximate results:** In addition to consistency guarantees and the recomputation of lost work, another way to deal with failures and distributed latency issues is to return approximate partial results. ELF can provide the opportunity by bypassing the missing parents of SRT and simply starting processing before parents are all done. This would need to be coupled to some user-level specification of exactly how consistent they expect the result to be.

**Setting the synchronization interval:** The synchronization interval directly determines the tradeoff between the end-to-end latency, throughput, and the consistency guarantee. It may be useful for ELF to tune it automatically according to the workload variations. This would need a higher-level specification of the service agreement
with the users than just a simple time deadline, and that management construct would lead to interesting new research possibilities.

**CBT store:** In our current implementation, CBT resides in memory only, which might incur data loss if a physical node catastrophically fails. The periodic checkpoints currently in the system only would offer a partial restore. It may be possible to extend in-memory CBT to support continuous checkpointing to local non-volatile storage (disk, NVM, etc.). Storing different versions of the state CBTs is essential for the system to perform lineage-based fault recovery.

Beyond these concrete examples, there are several other longer-term possible extensions to ELF. These extensions would open up a further set of possible explorations in both systems design and in utilization.

**QoS guarantees:** Multiple streaming applications run together on the same cluster for the purpose of data locality, data reuse, and fully utilizing resources, but *how to guarantee their quality of services in the face of resource competitions and performance interference?* Common solutions for sharing a cluster today are either to statically partition the cluster and run one application per partition, or to allocate a set of VMs to each application. However, as streaming applications start being more and more *volatile*, we believe that many of problems will arise in this setting. For example, first, streaming applications usually have complex netlike dataflows, and thus resulting in varied resource requirements at vertices. Second, streaming applications resource demands vary over time, over locality and the like. Third, streaming applications may span tens of thousands of nodes (vertices) running hundreds of jobs. The scale makes multiplexing a cluster complicated. It is difficult for the administrator to tell in advance how much resource each application or each component inside each application should have. For instance, when applications have different priorities, *how should a scheduler evict tasks to make room*
As streaming application becomes more diverse and heterogeneous, what should a resource scheduler look like? These questions are arising in real Spark, Hadoop deployments, and require new abstractions and analytical work.

Cloud scale out (SPS): To benefit from the “pay-as-you-go” model in public cloud environments like Amazon EC2 and Rackspace, a stream processing system should have the ability to scale out on demand, by requesting additional VMs at runtime, reacting to changes in processing workload, and repartitioning query operators accordingly. It remains an open question that how a stream processing system can automatically scale out ‘to the cloud’. One approach is to scale with load swings through repartitioning or reconfiguring sub-DAGs with more or less operators, and more or less VMs accordingly.

Cooperative analytics: ELF shows the potential to integrate multiple platforms’ intermediate results in a realtime nature, which is highly attractive in practice. For example, Amazon’s micro-sale application can run ad-hoc queries over steam state from Twitter’s hot-topic application, so as to understand the popularity trend and make instant business decisions to boost the future ‘popularly discussed item’ sales. We believe such cooperative computing will be essential in the future, as most “big data” applications, especially those using business or social data, want to process results in realtime. However, there are many challenges to making it practical, including how to safely share results across different platforms and meanwhile guarantee privacy, and how to prioritize computation across platforms to respect different deadlines.

Debugging: Configuring and deploying big data system is not easy, and as a consequence, they have experienced a wide range of bugs and patches. Many configuration
issues manifest themselves in ways similar to system bugs such as crashes, hangs, silent failures. Users have a difficult time understanding the correctness and the performance of their distributed programs and configurations. One approach we are currently exploring is to leverage the deterministic nature of most cluster computing models to selectively replay part of the computation so as to automatically infer configuration requirements, and then provide hints to help user avoid misconfiguration vulnerabilities.

**Application/cloud interaction:** As container-based virtualization technology becomes more and more popular, an interesting approach to look at is to enhance container-based virtualization with ‘elasticity drivers’ that permits applications to provide input to the underlying hypervisor/cloud infrastructures concerning its resource needs and usage profiles with their consequent effects on their ability to share datacenter systems and devices. Another approach extends per-container elasticity drivers with higher level methods that perform resource arbitration across container ensembles.

We hope that continued experience with ELF will help us address these challenges, and lead to solutions that are applicable both within ELF and to other cluster computing systems.
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